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PREFACE i

Preface

The course of this master thesis started with a three months training on the site of Tore

Supra (CEA/Cadarache) located in the PACA1 region in the south of france. This, in

every perspective, was a great experience; therefor, in retrospect, these acknowledgments

and afterthoughts.

I first want to thank Pascal Devynck, Prof. Van Oost and Pascale Monier-Garbet for

the opportunity to come to Cadarache and being (temporary, but still...) a member of

a research group that contributes to the worlds most challenging project; namely the

development of an energy source based on nuclear fusion. If this project succeeds it will

be one of the most remarkable achievements of mankind and at the same time a giant

relief considering societies energy need [10].

Starting with gratefulness shows my overall impression on the stay in the south of

France. As a kid you imagine research as done by absent-minded but all-knowing profes-

sors. Then some ten years later it is rather described as a boring job with boring people

stuffed in a not so trendy building, all attached to a personal computer writing reports

about things nobody understands. Since I liked my stay in Cadarache and the given as-

signement, this view needs to be straightened out, at least for fusion research society... So

does the following.

A training is not only meant to do something useful for the hosting company but also

very much to get to know the working environment, experience how it really is and testing

whether you can fit in or not. First of all it has to be said that research is not an easy job,

it is like studying a course of which you have to write the course notes yourself. So it is

needed day by day defining the problem and matching the pieces of gained understanding

into a consistent basis from which reasonable conclusions can be drawn. The job thus

demands creativity, initiative, a sufficiently broad range of knowledge and of course the

will to resolve problems. If I have to score myself on these parameters I can say that I

do have the will to resolve problems, but I have to add to this that it only counts if I

believe and realize the importance of the efforts I’m putting in. And I am well aware of

the importance of the work done at Tore Supra. Secondly I do think I am creative enough

and I can take initiative but it is difficult to value myself on this. When it comes to the

1Provence, Alpes, Côte d’Azur
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broad range of knowledge I am less sure how to value myself. When I first arrived at CEA

I knew the less on fusion. Some months later I had a better view on fusion research and

started to have an understanding on the subject of this thesis. I found that the point is

to be able to determine the things that are relevant for solving a problem and then being

capable to learn those things.

The above paragraph tries to comprehend the personal efforts demanded when doing

research. It might give the idea that researchers have a lonely job. But that isn’t correct for

the obvious fact that there are colleagues. The first three weeks I had the pleasure to share

an office with Etienne Areou who was in the end of his traineeship. Then you had Suk-Ho

Hong, Fraser Lott, Nicolas Fedorczak, Gaelle Chevet and the others, always available for

deep going discussions or just a chat. The same goes for my training supervisor Pascale

Devynck who is very aware of the process of how trying and learning slowly leads to an

understanding and therefore was a perfect tutor. And since they all have overlapping

interests and share a similar scientific background, eventually this environment appeared

more social than I ever could imagine. A second and more fundamental reason for research

not being self-centered, is that it requires communication. First of all you can learn a lot

from others. This is something that is generally true but in research it caries even more

weight. Communicating on science needs the subject to be very defined, it gives new

insights, provides thinking steps and prevents spending too much time on one point. Even

more; the research done is ultimately contributing to the whole project of building a fusion

reactor. So the obtained insights have to be shared, after all it easy to see that this is

not a one man’s project. Thus it is not enough to resolve a problem, you also have to

be able to communicate the results in a way that they are reduced to a minimum but

still complete and understandable. I experienced this, not only from personal struggles,

as not easy. It is something that has to be learned too. I noticed that I have difficulties

starting to explain out of the blue. It mostly results in mixing up the chronology of the

story, skipping important factors in stead of details, and results in confusion among both

spectators and myself. On the other hand I think that I can help myself fairly good when

I’ve got the time to prepare a talk.

There is one more thing I noticed on communicating results. It considers the role of the

‘audience’. There is namely no reason for them to assume that what you are about to tell

is correct. A person can make errors, but these errors have to be found, and better sooner

than later. Again this makes that researchers do not only have to learn to communicate

their own results but also to criticize the work of others. The difficulty on this is that it

has to be done in a decent way, following, abstracting and judging the other one’s thinking

path. This because mostly one problem can be solved by several approaches. Regarding

natures consistency they must all lead to the same result, and thus one path is not more

correct than an other. But preferences for one certain method could be expressed in an

economic sence, for example the balance between completeness and the time to complete.
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I can say that I could improve on this last one too.

To conclude I would like to thank again my supervisor at CEA Pascal Devynck, my

promotor Prof. Van Oost of the Ghent University and Pascale Monier-Garbet, head of

the research group I worked in during the training, without whom all this would not be

possible. And of course a special thanks goes to my parents for their generous support

during my somewhat atypical education path, for taking my dreams seriously and for their

capacity of enduring the inconvenience it probably brought. So mom and dad, thank you

very much.

Tom Wauters, June 2008
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Abstract—This article presents results on the effect of wall
boronization in Tore Supra. More specifically on the radi-
ated power and the effective charge. To enhance the analysis
experimental approaches are proposed to accurately predict
or qualitatively trace the radiated power and the effective
charge based on the total input power, and an average elec-
tron density and temperature.
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I. Introduction

Research and development projects that aim to demon-
strate the scientific and technical feasibility of fusion power
as an energy source are of great interest to assure societies
continuity with respect to energy needs. Today’s research
is based on the reaction of deuterium and tritium:

D + T→ 4He (3.5 MeV) + n (14.1 MeV)

To obtain a fusion reaction it is necessary to bring two
nuclear cores close to each other to a distance where the
nuclear force is sufficiently high. The high energies that
are required to do so makes the involved atoms perma-
nently and possibly even completely ionized to form a
quasi-neutral ensemble of positively and negatively charged
particles and neutral particles featuring a collective behav-
ior: This is defined as a plasma [1]. As plasma is made up
of charged particles, magnetic fields will act on them. This
property is adopted in a tokamak which acts as a toroidal
magnetic bottle to confine the fusion plasma. The study
of this paper is carried out using Tore Supra data. Tore
Supra is like other tokamaks operated to get a better un-
derstanding of plasma behavior, vessel components, heat-
ing devices, interactions with plasma facing components,
and to compare experimental results to theories.

II. Boronisation effect

The aim of this work is to study the effect of a boroniza-
tion, which is a wall conditioning technique, on the radiated
power and the effective charge. Proper wall conditioning
has turned out to be an essential element for achieving
the highest possible plasma performance in present day fu-
sion devices. In Tore Supra a standard wall conditioning
technique involves a glow discharge of diborane (B2H6).
Hereafter the tokamak wall contains a reduced amount of
impurities and is coated by a boron film with an averaged

Tom Wauters is a student graduating as Master of Science in Engi-
neering Physics (2007-2008), Ghent University (UGent), Ghent, Bel-
gium. E-mail: Tom.Wauters@UGent.be.

layer thickness of about 100 nm [2]. This layer will erode as
plasma shots pass by and therefore it will eventually loose
its properties. It is expected to observe this on the radiated
power and the effective charge. To study this, data of 289
plasma discharges out of the campaigns of ’06-’07 are ana-
lyzed with respect to 8 boronizations. The shots are mainly
selected on date; as an exeption shots with ECRH, ergodic
divertor and pellet injections were excluded. The measure-
ments are restricted to the current plateau and sampled
every 0.037 s.

III. Radiated power and effective charge

Radiation can generally be categorized as line radiation,
recombination radiation, cyclotron radiation and decelera-
tion radiation (Bremsstrahlung). It has a negative contri-
bution to the plasma’s energy balance and therefor strong
radiating plasma spiecies (impurities) have to be excluded
from tokamak plasmas. The total radiated power from a
low density fusion plasma may be found by adding and inte-
grating radiation from these various radiation processes. In
Tore Supra the total radiated power is measured by metal-
lic resistor bolometers using a gold foil as absorber. The
foil absorbs radiation in the VUV-X range (200 to 0.2 nm).
The system consists of 48 line-integrated radiation mea-
surements from which a poloidal radiated power profile can
be constructed by tomography. The total radiated power
data treated in this work are mean values from two esti-
mates stemming from an experimental fast algorithm.

Experimentally P. Devynck found that the radiated
power can be accurately predicted using only an average
electron density and temperature, the plasma radii and
plasma current:

Prad = 3.06 10−31T
1.05
e n1.53

e aR

I0.83
p

(σ = 0.10 MW) (1)

Effective charge is a measure for the impurity content in
the plasma core and the dilution of the plasma. In Tore
Supra two estimates of the effective charge are available
(uncertainty of about 18.7% [3]). They stem from a cal-
culation using: 1. line integrated bremsstrahlung radiation
measurements (one edge dominated poloidal line of sight
and the other a bulk dominated tangential line of sight)
2. the electron density profile along the line of sight 3. the
electron temperature profile 4. a correction factor for quan-
tum effects. The analysis of this work is done using only
the tangential estimate. For an accurate prediction of this
value P. Devynck proposed the folowing relation for deu-



terium plasmas in Tore Supra.

Zeff,tan = 1 + 1.809 1010T
0.90
e

n0.54
e

(σ = 0.19) (2)

An important finding is that the radiated power on
Tore Supra is merely a function of the total input power
(Pohmic + PICRH + PLH). Its linear relation can be used
to predict the radiated power with an uncertainty of less
than 0.1 MW. Further a qualitative approach is proposed
to map the evolution of the radiated power and the ef-
fective charge during a plasma discharge in time on a 2
dimensional plot as a function of the electron temperature
and density, illustrated on figure 1. On the figure two extra

Fig. 1. Two dimensional plot on which the evolution of the four
parameters Zeff , Prad, ne and Te during a plasma discharge,
each described to its own axis can be mapped.

axes are drawn: Ψ having a strong correlation on the radi-
ated power (r = 0.95) and consequently on the input power
(r = 0.93); and Z having a strong correlation with the ef-
fective charge (r = 0.85). It is observed that the radiated
power, the effective charge, and the electron temperature
and density obey this qualitative dependency on each other
very well, but it occurs that this relation is broken. This
happens only at the beginning of a plasma discharge before
the parameters have stabilized or in some cases where high
input powers are used. Cases where these relations are bro-
ken can be easily determined from this 2 dimensional map
and were excluded from the final analysis.

IV. Overview of analysis

The analysis is based on the fact that the boron layer
erodes. For this it was decided to compare data of one
day after a boronization where the effect is maximal to
data where the boronization effect has disappeared, about
a week after a boronization. Several analysises have been
carried out:
1. Histograms containing measured radiated power or cal-
culated effective charge minus prediction using respectively
eq. (1) and eq. (2).
2. Comparison of measured and predicted radiated power
values for selected shots with identical plasma scenario.
3. 3D plots of the measured radiated power as a function
of LH heating power and ICRH power as well as for the
prediction using eq. (1).

4. Evaluation of the linear regression of radiated power as a
function of the total input power (Pohmic +PICRH +PLH).
5. Histograms containing measured radiated power minus
prediction using the linear dependency on the total input
power.
6. Re-analysis of the previous items restricted to the data
for which the qualitative relation between the radiated
power, the effective charge, and the electron temperature
and density is valid.
This last analysis confirms or refines the results of the pre-
vious.

V. Concluding results

A. Effect on radiated power

The various tests show a small but clear effect on the ra-
diated power. Histograms containing measured minus pre-
dicted values using eq. (1) show a clear shift to the right
when the effect of the boronization disappears (0.05 MW).
An equivalent result follows from comparing the radiated
power for the two periods as a function of the input power:
a rise in radiated power of about 0.05 MW for low pow-
ers, up to 0.15 MW for high input powers. A further effect
of a boronization is that it aligns different heating mecha-
nisms leading to a smaller spread around predicted values
(eval. 1 and 5); For the period where the effect is gone
there appear two peaks in the histogram of evaluation 5.
One is related to ohmic phases, the other to ion cyclotron
resonance and lower hybrid heating. In the histograms of
eval. 1 the peaks for ion cyclotron resonance and lower hy-
brid heating become more resolved. And finally the linear
dependency between the radiated power and total input
power is becomes slightly curved when the boron layer is
eroded.

B. Effect on effective charge

Histograms comparing the measured effective charge
with a predicted one (eq. 2) containing the retained data
(eval. 6) surprisingly show a shift of the mean to lower val-
ues when the effect of boronization has disappeared, com-
bined with a smaller spread. This is caused by the exclusion
of time windows in shots where the dependency between
radiated power, effective charge, and electron temperature
and density is broken. For the second period this relation
is found to be more easily broken than in the period right
after a boronization what makes it more difficult to obtain
high input powers with low effective charges.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to fusion technology

Research and development projects that aim to demonstrate the scientific and technical

feasibility of fusion power as an energy source are of great interest to assure societies

continuity with respect to energy needs. The most beautiful example is the ITER project

joining the efforts of the European Union, Japan, the People’s Republic of China, India,

the Republic of Korea, the Russian Federation and the USA.

When we speak about nuclear fusion we mean the act of melting two nuclear cores

together into a heavier nucleus. This melting together is due to the strong nuclear force

between the nuclei. Luckily (for our daily life) this force has only a very short range of

about the order of the radius of a nucleus. This means that to obtain a fusion reaction

it is necessary to bring two nuclear cores close to each other to a distance where this

nuclear force is sufficiently high. The reason why we intend to make these nuclear fusion

reactions is that they produce a huge amount of energy, some million times more than can

be produced by chemical reactions, with the advantage that there is no production of high

level nuclear waste. This makes fusion energy a perfect match for our energy consumption.

Nuclear fusion is a very natural process. Our sun runs on fusion energy, the galaxies run

on fusion energy and it is even generally believed that fusion reactions played an important

role on the way from the big bang up to our present day. The achievement of mankind

is that we managed to physically understand our observations of nature. Applying this

knowledge in developing a fusion power source on earth requires a lot of research.

1.1 The nuclear fusion reactions

Today’s research is based on the reaction of deuterium and tritium:

D + T→ 4He (3.5 MeV) + n (14.1 MeV) (1.1)

This reaction was chosen over a number of other options on the basis of its physical

properties. Some of these characteristics are obvious. Namely the reaction is exothermic,
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involves low Z nuclei so relatively low electrostatic repulsion, it has two reactants for

three body collisions are too improbable and it involves only the strong interaction. The

reaction product 4He is most profitable for its high stability and the reactants are nearly

inexhaustible. Preference for the above reaction over for example the reactions below

which involve low Z elements or produce 4He too is the cross section of the considered

reaction.

D + D
50%−−→ T (1.01 MeV) + p (3.02 MeV) (1.2)
50%−−→ 3He (0.82 MeV) + n (2.45 MeV) (1.3)

D + 3He → 4He (3.60 MeV) + p (14.7 MeV) (1.4)

Figure 1.1: Cross sections for fusion reactions (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4) as a function of the
particle energies.

In figure 1.1 we see that the cross section of the D-T reaction is more than a 100 times

higher than the others, at least in the energy range that is not impractically high. The

steep decrease in cross section for lower energies is caused by the Coulomb barrier. Even

though the final energy state of the fused cores is lower this large energy barrier must first

be overcome. This is because the strong nuclear force is only strong at short distances like

stated in the introduction. At larger distance the repulsive Coulomb force between the

positively charged nuclei is much stronger than the attractive nuclear force.

The chosen reaction requires deuterium and tritium. Deuterium is a naturally occurring

isotope of hydrogen1 and hence universally available. The large mass ratio of the hydro-

gen isotopes makes separation rather easy compared to the uranium enrichment process.

Tritium is also an isotope of hydrogen, but it occurs naturally in only negligible amounts

1The natural abundance of deuterium is 0.015 %
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due to its radioactive half-life of 12.34 years. Consequently, the deuterium-tritium fuel

cycle requires the breeding of tritium from lithium using one of the following reactions:

n + 6Li→ T + 4He (1.5)

n + 7Li→ T + 4He + n (1.6)

The reactant neutron is supplied by the D-T fusion reaction (1.1) which also produces the

useful energy. The reaction with 6Li (1.5) is exothermic, providing a small energy gain for

the reactor. The reaction with 7Li (1.6) is endothermic and does not consume the neutron.

At least some 7Li reactions are required to replace the neutrons lost by reactions with other

elements. Most reactor designs use the naturally occurring mix of lithium isotopes. The

supply of lithium is more limited than that of deuterium, but still large enough to supply

the world’s energy demand for hundreds of years.

1.2 The Tokamak concept

For a better understanding of the fusion conditions it is interesting to take as an exam-

ple the machinery of the sun; a star starts to shine when, under the force of gravity,

the matter in its very heart attains sufficiently high densities and temperatures to set off

thermonuclear reactions, which release energy. These high energies bring us out of our

solid-liquid-gas way of thinking into what is sometimes called a fourth state of matter,

namely plasma. The atoms become permanently and possibly even completely ionized to

form a quasi-neutral ensemble of positively and negatively charged particles and neutral

particles featuring a collective behavior [8]. In a star the plasma’s tendency of dispers-

ing and consequently cooling down is balanced out by gravitational forces which provide

sufficient plasma pressure2 to bring forth fusion reactions. Here we have to notice that a

gravitational type of confinement is not achievable for us here on earth. Even more we

cannot use any type of physical confinement like it is used in fossil fuel or fission reactors

because the material would not withstand the high temperatures. However two paths have

been studied to reproduce these reactions: the first by raising a small volume of matter

for a very short time to very high pressure and temperature. Doing this it is sought to

obtain the greatest possible number of fusion reactions before the plasma disperses. This

is described as inertial confinement. Another way is trapping the plasma in an intangible

torus-shaped bottle created by magnetic fields providing a magnetic pressure and main-

taining it at very high temperature. This is referred to as magnetic confinement. We will

explain this last one more deeply in the next section.

2The plasma pressure is the product of the density and temperature.
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1.2.1 Magnetic confinement

As the plasma is made up of charged particles, magnetic fields will act on them. If we take

as an example a rectilinear magnetic field (figure 1.2), the particles will wind around the

field lines and so will no longer touch the side walls for any movement perpendicular to

the field will be bended off. To avoid losses along the field lines this magnetic field can be

closed off in a torus. The toriodal magnetic field thus formed is generated in a tokamak

by a series of magnets surrounding the plasma called the toroidal magnets.

Figure 1.2: Illustration of limiting the degrees of freedom in the movement of charged particles
to one direction by trapping them in a rectilinear magnetic field. [20]

One consequence of a toroidal magnetic field is that it causes a field gradient along

the main radius R of the torus and so a drift of particles perpendicular to both the field

and the field gradient. This drift works in opposite directions for positive and negative

charged particles causing an electric field which at its turn will cause a drift of particles to

the low magnetic field side and eventually to a loss of confinement. Here is shown that the

confinement is not sufficient and to minimise particle leakage even more, the field lines must

be helicoidal. This is completed through an additional magnetic field perpendicular to the

toroidal field called the poloidal field since its field lines point in the poloidal direction. In

a Tokamak these poloidal field lines are produced by an intense axial current flowing in the

plasma itself, which added to the toroidal magnetic field results in the heliciodal structure

of the field lines. The basic means of producing this current consists in generating it by

induction where the plasma can be viewed as the secondary winding of a transformer. So

then the first winding is a coil made up of horizontal layers placed in the centre of the

configuration. Using this coil, and provided that the coils current is varied, plasma current

is created by induction exactly like in an electric transformer (figure 1.3). The tokamak

is currently the path of research that is being studied the most, and our future ITER is

based on this concept too.
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of the tokamak magnetic configuration. The heliciodal field is created
by adding a poloidal field to a constant toriodal field: the toroidal, inner poloidal
and outer poloidal field coils with their magnetic fields, induced plasma current and
resulting helicoidal field are shown. [21]

Besides the tokamak the helicoidal field method has given birth to an other type of

machine named a stellarator. Here the magnetic configuration is entirely based on currents

flowing in helicoidal coils. Since this work is done using Tore Supra data the focus will

lie on tokamaks. Then the last set of magnets left to discuss are the outer poloidal coils,

a group of horizontal magnets of which the field sets the equilibrium of the plasma, its

position, its shape and current control. Figure 1.3 gives an overview of the tokamak coils

and magnetic fields.

1.2.2 From nowadays tokamaks to the fusion reactor

Now we take a giant step and we assume that the plasma is perfectly contained by the

magnetic field for a sufficiently long time. We can then do some calculations to give an

idea of the power household of the reactor by looking at the power content of the reactor.

Some of this power comes from the fraction of the fusion power contained in charged

products that remain in the plasma. This power may be designated fchPfus. The rest,

designated Pheat comes from external sources required for heating, some of which may also

serve additional purposes like current drive and profile control. The power that leaves the

reactor can in principle be used as power source, this of course with a certain efficiency.

It generates for example an electric power of Pelec = µelec(1 − fch)Pfus. Then a fraction

frecirc can be circulated back to power the machine and a fraction of this fraction can be

used to heat the plasma so we write Pheat = µheatfrecircPelec. In the end the heating power
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can thus be related to the fusion power by the following equation:

Pheat = µheatfrecircµelec(1− fch)Pfus (1.7)

The fusion energy gain factor is then defined as the ratio of fusion power produced in a

nuclear fusion reactor to the power required to maintain the plasma in steady state:

Q =
Pfus
Pheat

= [µheatfrecircµelec(1− fch)]−1 (1.8)

The Q-factor is not relevant for Tore Supra but in ITER a Q-factor of 10 is expected which

means that the fusion heating power will be greater than the external heating power.

Knowing the Q-factor we can mention two important terms: The condition of Q = 1

is referred to as breakeven. It is somewhat arbitrary, but it does mean that a significant

fraction (20%) of the heating power comes from fusion, so that fusion heating can be

studied. At conditions of ignition we have an infinite Q-factor what corresponds to a

plasma that heats itself by fusion energy without external input. This is in fact not

a necessary condition for a practical reactor but on the other hand, achieving Q = 20

requires a quality of confinement almost as good as that required to achieve ignition.

A general measure for a confined plasma to reach ignition conditions is given by the

Lawson criterion and the triple product. The Lawson criterion is the requirement that

the fusion heating exceeds the losses. It can be simply derived for the D-T reaction in the

assumption that all the plasma species have the same temperature, and that there are no

ions present other than the fuel itself which is a 50-50 mixture of D and T. In that case,

the ion density is equal to the electron density and the energy density of both together is

given by

W = 3nekBT (1.9)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant.

The volume rate f of fusion reactions3 is

f = nDnT 〈σv〉 =
1

4
n2
e〈σv〉 (1.10)

where σ is the fusion cross section, v is the relative velocity, and 〈〉 denotes an average over

the Maxwellian velocity distribution at temperature T . The product of f with the energy

released per reaction and available for heating (Ech = 3.5 MeV) gives then the volume rate

of heating by fusion. Then a confinement time τE is needed as a measure of the rate at

which the system loses energy to its environment. It is the energy content W divided by

the rate of energy loss Ploss:

τE =
W

Ploss
(1.11)

3reactions per volume per time
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Starting from the Lawson criterion

fEch > Ploss (1.12)

a minimum value function L is calculated for the product of ne and τE in function of the

temperature (figure 1.4). For the D-T reaction, the minimum of the product occurs near

Figure 1.4: The deuterium-tritium L function representing the minimum neτE needed to satisfy
the Lawson criterion. The extremum of the function is found around 25 keV (300
million kelvins).

T = 25 keV and so is at least [8]

neτE > 1.5 · 1020s/m (1.13)

Because τE itself is temperature dependent, the temperature at the minimum cannot be

considered as an optimum. In fact the ignition temperature turns out to be lower. The

triple product is then found by multiplying both sides with T what in this temperature

region approximately cancels out the temperature dependence of the constraint; that is

the right side of the inequality. This seems to be especially useful for tokamaks because it

obtains a criterion that is only a weak function of density and temperature and therefore

a good measure of the efficiency of the confinement scheme. For the D-T reaction, the

physical value is about [8]

neTτE > 3 · 1021keVs/m (1.14)

With today’s knowledge ITER is designed and expected to reach this value.

1.2.3 Plasma heating

In whatever way the plasma was created inside the confinement structure, it never initially

has the temperature required for fusion. In current tokamaks three methods are possible
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to heat up the plasma :

First we have ohmic heating by the current flowing in the plasma that is intended to

produce the helicoidal magnetic field. The heating mechanism is the same Joule effect like

it exists in electrical components. By itself it is not sufficient to drive the plasma up to

fusion temperatures because at these high temperatures the plasma resistivity becomes

too weak and the effectiveness of ohmic heating decreases.

Heating by injection of neutrals consists in creating and accelerating a beam of ions

outside the confinement machine. This beam is then neutralized before entering the plasma

where the particles are ionized again and confined by the magnetic field. Collisions of the

incoming partices with plasma particles redistributes the energy and so the temperature

of the plasma rises. This technique is not available for heating in Tore Supra.

The plasma may absorb energy from electromagnetic waves at frequencies characteristic

of the environment. These waves are transmitted to the plasma by antennas. The choice

of frequency defines the type of particles and the area through which the wave will be

absorbed. We separate the ion cyclotron frequencies (30 - 100 MHz), the lower hybrid

frequencies (1 - 10 GHz) and the electron cyclotron frequencies (50 - 150 GHz)4.

A fourth heating mechanism comes up when there are a great number of fusion re-

actions. It is the energy carried by the produced helium nuclei that remains confined in

the plasma and so contributes to the heating. If this contribution becomes equal to the

energy lost by the plasma, then the heating methods above are no longer necessary and

the thermonuclear plasma is self-maintained.

1.3 Tore Supra

1.3.1 General description

Tore Supra is like other tokamaks operated to get a better understanding of plasma behav-

ior, vessel components, heating devices, interactions with plasma facing components, and

to compare experimental results to theories. In this respect different plasma discharges

are set up in accord to a research program that is build up in function of what is to be in-

vestigated. What is not present in this tokamak are fusion reactions. This is first because

the discharge gas is deuterium or helium, and second because the cross section for a D-D

reaction is too low at the operating temperatures in Tore Supra (1 to 4 keV5, figure 1.1).

Tore Supra’s main feature are the superconducting toroidal magnets that enable gen-

eration of a permanent toroidal magnetic field. It is also the only tokamak with actively

cooled plasma facing components . These two features allow the study of plasmas with

4Abbreviations: ion cyclotron resonance heating: IRCH , lower hybrid heating: LH heating, electron
cyclotron resonance heating: ECRH

51 eV ∼ 1.16 · 104 ◦C
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Figure 1.5: View inside the vacuum vessel of Tore Supra [17]: 1. carbon limiter, 2. inner
bumper (6 pairs), 3. ICRH antenna with carbon protections and 4. LH antenna’s
with carbon protections.

long pulse duration. Figure 1.5 shows the inner vacuum vessel with some important parts

numbered. The carbon floor is called the limiter. It is actively cooled and capable of

extracting 15 MW of power transferred by the plasma particles. It actually touches the

plasma and so forms a physical barrier between the confined plasma and the scrape of

layer6. Contructed in the same material we have 6 pairs of inner bumpers and the private

protections of the ICRH-antenna on the right and the LH1- and LH2-antennas on the

left. The whole area is covered by inox panels to protect the machine from radiation. A

summary of the basic parameters is given in table 1.1 :

1.3.2 Plasma discharges

In a day of operation several plasma discharges7 can be done, sometimes up to 50. The

discharges take about 10 s to 120 s and if there is no abrupt ending of the shot, called

a disruption, the duration can be perfectly arranged and depends on what is necessary

according to the research program. Figure 1.6 gives a resume of the actions needed to start

a plasma discharge. The red lines represent an actual plasma discharge; the upper timeline

shows thus 5 of them. The last time window zoom, from the launch of the plasma to the

end of the test, shows that there are 32 s needed for the verification of the equipment,

calibrations, setting up the high voltages and the pre-magnetization of the poloidal field.

The measurements begin in the first second before the actual discharge. The toroidal field,

supplied by 18 superconducting magnets, is in principle charged in the early morning and

ramped down after the last shot of the day.

6The scrape of layer (SOL) begins at the last closed magnetic surface.
7To avoid confusions: plasma discharges are also called shots, chocs or tirs.
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Table 1.1: Summary of the basic tokamak characteristics of Tore Supra

Major plasma radius : 2.25 m

Minor plasma radius : 0.70 m

Diameter : 11.5 m

Height : 7.2 m

Toroidal magnetic field at the plasma centre : 4.5 T

Maximum magnetic field on the conductor : 9.0 T

Average diameter of a magnet coil : 2.60 m

Dimension of NbTi superconductor : 2.8× 5.6 mm2

Plasma current : 1.7 MA

Potential duration of the discharge : 1000 s

Max ICRH power: 10.4 MW (1 s)

Max LH power : 8 MW (3.7 GHz)

Max ECRH power: 0.5 MW (5 s)

In general the plasma discharge itself (figure 1.7) can be divided into 3 parts charac-

terized by the plasma current (blue curve); first the ramp up phase where the current is

raised to the desired value, then a current plateau and in the end the plasma ramp down

phase which involves the gradually lowering of the current to zero. The plasma current

can be varied in between the ramp up and ramp down phase, but these particular shots

were excluded from further analysis in this work. In most of the plasma discharges the

small and the large radii, a and R, are kept constant. During the current plateau different

actions can take place like gas injections and pellet injections, but what gained our interest

in this work is the injection of electromagnetic power; this through ion cyclotron resonance

heating (ICRH power: red curve) and lower hybrid heating (LH power: cyan and purple

curve).

1.3.3 Reactor wall conditioning: Boronisation

In magnetically confined fusion plasmas a strong nonlinear connection exist between the

processes occurring at the wall, the properties of the plasma edge and those of the main

plasma [4]. It has been observed that to obtain high performance plasmas in fusion

devices it is helpful to cover the inner wall with a low Z-value coating. This should

assure a controlled influx of impurities and also a lower level of hydrogen recycling. It

was also found that these coatings suppress the metal liberation from the vessel wall,

and chemically binds low Z-impurities where more specifically oxygen is mentioned [3].

Proper wall conditioning has turned out to be an essential element for achieving the highest
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Figure 1.6: Chronology of actions taken during tokamak operation. [17]

possible plasma performance in present day fusion devices.

In Tore Supra a standard wall conditioning technique involves a glow discharge of

diborane (B2H6). It is advised to carry out the procedure every two weeks, but for now

the time between two boronizations is quite arbitrary and the deciding parameter seems

to be the difficulties encountered in starting up the plasma. The whole procedure takes

one day and consists of 4 stages, all taking place at a temperature of 170 ◦C. It starts with

a 2D-glow (+4 h) which is sometimes called bake out, followed by a He glow (2 h), then

the actual boronization begins and takes about 4 to 6 hours, depending on the diborane

consumption rate. The last stage is again a He glow (2 h) [1]. Hereafter the tokamak wall

contains a reduced amount of impurities and is coated by a boron film with an average

layer thickness of about 100 nm. This layer will erode as plasma shots pass by and therefore

it will eventually loose its properties.
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Figure 1.7: Illustration of a typical plasma scenario; the plasma current, input powers (IRCH
and LH) and plasma radiusses are plotted in arbitrary units as a function of time.
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Chapter 2

Radiation and impurities in plasma’s

Tokamak operation introduces plasma content other than the intended discharge gas,

which is mostly deuterium in Tore Supra. These impurities emerge from torus wall struc-

tures like the limiter which intentionally touches the plasma, the antennas, especially

during antenna operation, the bumpers and the inox vessel plates. A distinction is made

between heavy and light impurities. The heavy impurities are those with large Z-numbers

like iron and nickel. They are not completely ionized in the center of the plasma even

though there the temperature is at highest level. This makes them strongly radiating1

and so they cool down the plasma. The light impurities are totally ionized in the center

of the plasma and radiate only in the edge. Some typical examples are beryllium, car-

bon and oxygen. The impurities influence the plasma behavior; firstly they play a role in

the plasma energy balance since a significant fraction of the input energy is lost through

radiation processes. Secondly the impurities also dilute the plasma, what will lower the

fusion reaction rate in future reactors. For all this it is of great interest to have a measure-

ment of the power loss by electromagnetic radiation (cooling of plasma) and the impurity

content of the tokamak. The power loss by radiation as well as the impurity content is

characterized using radiation measurements.

2.1 Production of radiation

Radiation can generally be categorized as line radiation, recombination radiation, cy-

clotron radiation and deceleration radiation (Bremsstrahlung).

2.1.1 Bremsstrahlung

Bremsstrahlung is electromagnetic radiation produced by the deceleration of a charged

particle in an electric field, often referred to as a free-free transition. It has a continuous

1By this and in further cases electromagnetic radiation is meant.
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spectrum from the millimeter to X-ray regions. The local power loss by deceleration

radiation Pff is calculated in [14] as formula (2.1) for the deceleration of a speeding

electron in the field of a nucleus, neglecting the electron-electron bremsstrahlung and in a

first stage also neglecting the screening effect.

dPff
dλ

=
0.95 · 10−13

λ
gff

n2
e Zeff√
Te

e−
hc
λTe

[
photons

s cm3 Å

]
(2.1)

The calculation is done in a classical way, integrating over contributing impact parame-

ters2, introducing the Gaunt factor gff (v, ω, Z) as a correction for the quantum effects that

become important for small impact parameters and using a maxwellian distribution for the

speed of the electrons. By integrating over the electron speed a mean value for the Gaunt

factor gff (ω, Te, Z) is found as a function of the electron temperature as can be seen on

the right hand side of formula (2.1). For low Z-numbers and in the temperature range of

intrest (1 to 5 keV) the Gaunt factor is only weakly dependent of this atomic number and

so by summing the radiation contributions of every ion species in the plasma the formula

is rewritten using the effective charge Zeff (defined in section 2.2.3). The final result is a

function of the wavelength, for a local electron density, temperature and effective charge.

As will be discussed in section 2.2.4 by means of measuring the bremsstrahlung we can

obtain values for the effective charge.

2.1.2 Characteristic radiation

The characteristic radiation3 occurs in the visible region. It arises from excitation by

electron impact followed by radiative decay of the excited state, from radiative recombi-

nation and from de-excitation after dielectronic recombination of plasma electrons with

ions. Line radiation can represent a major source of energy loss from the plasma. It also

provides an important method to identify impurities by analyzing wavelengths which are

characteristic for the radiating species [5]. The intensity of the emission however, depends

not only on the concentration of these elements but also on the excitation conditions, here

in particular on the electron temperature and density profiles. To analyze the spectrum

all excitation and de-excitation processes have to be interpreted. Because of this the mea-

surement and calculations are not evident and therefore in Tore Supra the limited number

of ion lines available come with an error bar larger then the signal itself.

2.1.3 Recombination radiation

Recombination radiation occurs when a free electron is captured by an ion to become

a bound electron, also called free-bound transition. The spectrum is continuous above

2the impact parameter of an electron is defined as the smallest distance from the electron path to the
ion from which the electron is scattered

3Characteristic radiation is also referred to as line radiation from bound-bound transitions.
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a threshold energy corresponding to the binding energy of the captured electron. This

phenomena can be dominant in the cool plasma edge but not at the higher temperatures

in the plasma bulk. Then again [14] shows that this process is negligible if we do not take

heavy impurities into account.

2.1.4 Cyclotron radiation

When the path of a charged particle is bended due to a magnetic field cyclotron radiation

is emitted. The intensity of radiation emission originating from the gyromotion of ions is

negligible compared to the emission of the electrons. The electron radiation spectrum is

located out of the visible frequency range to the longer mm-wavelengths. It becomes a

considerable path of energy loss for plasmas with an electron temperature in the order of

or above 20 keV [23]. The studied Tore Supra shots have as a maximum for the electron

temperature 5 keV.

2.2 Plasma parameters for impurity content

2.2.1 Total radiated power

The total radiated power from a low-density plasma may be found by adding and integrat-

ing radiation from the various radiation processes. All these processes appear to depend

on the product nenz. It is therefore possible to write the total radiated power as a total

radiated power function for a single impurity species with density nI =
∑
nz, the sum

over all the ionic stages [5] :

Pr =
∑

nenzf(Z, Te) = nenI
∑ nz

nI
f(Z, Te) (2.2)

Here nz
nI

is a function of the temperature only and Pr is given in Wm−3. By comparing the

total radiation functions for different nuclei as a function of the temperature it is stated

that heavy impurities are stronger radiative by a factor 100 to 1000 (at 1 keV [5]). It is

because of this that special efforts are made to exclude high Z-ions from tokamak plasmas.

A measurement of the total radiated power from the plasma is important for evaluation

of the energy balance.

2.2.2 Measuring the radiated power

In Tore Supra the total radiated power is measured by metallic resistor bolometers using

a gold foil as absorber. The foil absorbs radiation in the VUV-X range (200 to 0.2 nm).

It is said that broadening the spectral range by using for example blackened bolometer
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Figure 2.1: Poloidal slice of the vessel illustrating the experimental set-up to measure the total
radiated power on Tore Supra. 6 Bolometry cameras are used, each having 8 viewing
lines. The red and blue viewing lines are located in different poloidal planes. [17]

resistors that would absorb visible radiation too, does not significantly enhance or influence

the results [24].

The system consists of 48 line-integrated radiation measurements from which a radiated

power profile can be constructed by tomography. The measurements are done in two

poloidal planes (figure 2.1); one having 4 cameras (blue) of which 3 vertical and 1 horizontal

and the other with 2 horizontal cameras (red). Each camera measures 8 viewing lines all

arranged to cover the whole confined area and to have the best spatial resolution nearby

the limiter, which is the region that radiates the most (see the typical radiation profile

depicted in figure 2.2). To reconstruct a radiation profile it is firstly assumed that the

plasma has a toroidal symmetry and secondly that the radiation in the polodial plane can

be modeled by a poloidal symmetric profile to which an asymmetric one is superposed.

Based on experimental experience is said that in normal conditions the profile is always

similar what is included as a starting condition in the tomographic algorithm [24]. It is

also found that a good estimation for the total radiated power can be made separately for

the 3 Q4Ah cameras and the 2 Q2Am cameras using a typical profile as a reference [24].

This last algorithm is much faster and should produce twice the same value. If this is not

the case the above assumptions might not be valid and neither of the two results can be

considered as correct. In this last case, if possible, a complete tomograpic reconstruction

should be calculated.
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Figure 2.2: Typical radiation profile in the poloidal plane as reconstructed by bolometry mea-
surements. This profile is taken as a reference to simplify and fasten calculations.
[24]

2.2.3 Effective charge

As a measure of the overall impurity content and plasma dilution the effective charge Zeff

is defined as:

Zeff =

∑
i,j

nijZ
2
ij∑

i,j

nijZij
(2.3)

with indices i for the ion species and j for its charge, Zij the charge of ion ij and nij its

density in the plasma 4. This parameter has a direct relation to the energy that is lost by

radiation (ex. equation (2.1) for bremsstrahlung) and also defines the plasma resistivity

[22], so determining the efficiency of the plasma heating:

µ ∝ Zeff
T 1.5
e

(2.4)

2.2.4 Measuring the effective charge

The effective charge can be determined via bremsstrahlung measurements as follows from

formula (2.1):

Zeff (r) =
dPff (r)

dλ

λ

0.95 · 10−13

√
Te(r)

n2
e(r) gff (Te(r), Zeff (r))

e
hc

λTe(r) (2.5)

4Considering that an electron feels mainly the net charge of an ion (neglectible screening effect) index j
can be dropped and assuming electroneutrality of the plasma (ne =

∑
i

niZi) we obtain neZeff =
∑

i

niZ
2
i

which provides a necessary step in deriving equation (2.1).
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Just like the previously discussed total power measurements bremsstrahlung is measured

for a line of sight. The configuration consists of 12 poloidal and 1 tangential viewing line

(figure 2.3) giving line-integrated measurements of emitted light in the direction of the

camera. The mean effective charge along this line is calculated as:

< Zeff >=

r2∫
r1

Zeff (r)

|r2 − r1| (2.6)

where r1 and r2 are the begin and end point of the line of sight over which is integrated.

Figure 2.3: Viewing lines via which radiation is measured providing data for an estimation of
Zeff . Left: poloidal slice of the vessel showing 12 lines, from these presently only
one is used. Right: a toroidal slice showing one line, called the tangential viewing
line. [17]

The light is relayed via fibres to photomultipliers where it first passes a Gaussian

interference-filter translucent in a band of 1.2 nm about 523.4 nm. The retained wave-

lengths are so restricted to a small band out of the cyclotron radiation range and contain

no peaks corresponding to line radiation. This obtains a radiated power measurement

dominated by bremsstrahlung. Having the density and temperature profiles available a

calculation can be made for the mean effective charge along the line of sight. In practice to

simplify and speed up calculations this is done by separating the integral in a numerator

part and a denominator part giving an approximated mean effective charge:

Zeff =
1

|r2 − r1|

λ
0.95 · 10−13

r2∫
r1

dPff
dλ

dr

r2∫
r1

n2
e(r) gff (Te(r), Zeff ) Te(r)

−1/2 e−
hc
λTe dr

(2.7)
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where the numerator integral is the measured intensity for a line of sight, |r2 − r1| is the

length of this line of sight. As said before the Gaunt factor does not vary significantly for

low Z-values and so the lower intergral can be calculated out of the density and tempera-

ture profiles. The obtained approximated mean effective charge is applicable to show the

evolution in time and the relative changes of the effective charge during plasma opera-

tion. The result has an uncertainty of about 18.7% [14] mostly due to the bremsstrahlung

measurement (uncertainty of 15% [14]).

The necessary calculations are done at the end of each shot. Only 2 radiation mea-

surements were available, namely the tangential and a poloidal. Both lines pass through

the plasma centre. The tangential viewing line however spends most of its length in the

plasma center and thus will be less affected by impurities that are typically highly radia-

tive in the plasma edge. Therefore we do not expect both lines to give a same value for

Zeff because when impurities are created this will be much more visible in the poloidal

viewing line whereas the tangential viewing line is considered a more valid effective charge

for the whole plasma. As the tangential measurements seemed to be much more stable,

we decided to focus on that one in our analysis.

For completeness we note that the value for Prad is obtained out of the visible spectrum,

whereas Zeff is measured using visible radiation (both dominated by bremsstrahlung). So

if a relation is found between these two measurements it comes through the plasma and

not through the measurements themselves.
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Chapter 3

Framework for data analysis

3.1 Data selection

The aim of this work is to examine the influence of wall boronizations on the effective

charge of the plasma and the radiated power. With this we have to mention that there

haven’t been dedicated experimental research programs or shots to investigate the possible

effects and so we have to help ourselves with the data collected over all the available shots.

This covers the whole database from the start of operation in 1988 to the last shot campaign

of 2007 and therefore the data selection requires some thought. We decided to focus on

the period 2006 to May 2007. Fourteen boronizations where carried out in this period,

with all about the same boron-consumption (see table 3.1).

Given that the boron layer immediately starts to erode it should be so that the effect of

a boronization is clearly visible right after a boronization, and decreases as more discharges

are ran. There is no information about at which rate the layer is eroded so here we start

with one big assumption that the effect of the boronization has disappeared after one

week, corresponding to min 4 days of reactor operation, consistent with the fact that

the minimum time between two boronizations was exactly 1 week. So it was decided to

compare the data of the day right after a boronization with the measurements one week

later. In the database every shot carries a string that specifies the basic shot characteristics

with a letter; table 3.2 gives an overview. A shot is given a small letter if it is not included

in any research program. Apart from the good shots, the disruption shots and reference

shots are included as well in our analysis. The others contain no interesting information on

our subject. The second column refers to the operations done during the shot. Namely the

use of the ergodic divertor, pellet injection, lower hybrid heating, ion cyclotron heating,

electron cyclotron heating and neutral beam injection.

We excluded the shots with ECRH from our analysis and by the selection of only

2006-2007 data, the ergodic divertor and pellet injections are excluded as well. A simple

program is written that returns a list of shot numbers using the above constraints as default
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Table 3.1: List of boronization dates in the period of 2006 to may 2007, specifying the duration
of the actual boronisation and the deposited amount of boron expressed in bars.

Boron consumption (B2D6)

Date Duration [h:mm] Cons. rate [bar/h] Cons. [bar]

2006/05/10 2:45 3.64 10

2006/05/30 2:45 3.64 10

2006/06/13 3:04 3.29 10

2006/06/20 2:55 3.39 10

2006/07/11 5:28 1.92 11

2006/08/01 2:50 3.56 10

2006/09/12 3:20 2.70 9

2006/10/18 2:50 3.46 10

2006/10/31 3:30 3.00 11

2006/11/21 4:30 2.33 11

2006/11/28 3:35 2.29 8.2

2007/04/24 3:15 2.62 9

2007/05/10 3:20 2.73 9

2007/05/22 1:40 5.46 9

Table 3.2: Labels carried by shots characterizing the overall discharge scenario.

Shot labels

a amorcage : breakdown when starting up the plasma D divertor

d disruption : shot ended with a sudden loss of confinement G glaçon

i choc informatique : shot for testing diagnostics H hybride

n glows : glow discharge to lower impurity content I wci

r raté : missed, no start up of plasma E wce

t choc technique : shot for technical purposes N neutre

R choc de référence : reference shot for research program
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in a specified date range and or shotnumber range. During the analysis the program came

also as a help because it can quickly produce a list of shots that for example ended with

a disruption or used neutral beam injection, to check the cause of large deviating data

points in graphs that meant to be correlated.

When a list of shots is build the code calls another program that loads the plasma

related data, one shot after the other, from the Tore Supra database. The loaded mea-

surements of a shot comes with a time array which allows connecting two measurements

done at different rates. From all these data points in time we only retain the data taken

while the plasma current is constant (current plateau) because during the ramp up and

ramp down phase the profiles are not stationary and the calculation of Zeff is not valid.

Shots without a current plateau, with lacking measurements or clearly wrong measure-

ments are also excluded from analysis. Appendix A gives an overview of the loaded shots

by mentioning the date and the amount of useful shots.

In the course of this work we will use and try to find relations between the collected

data and investigate possible variations from these relations in function of a boronization.

Table 3.3 summarizes the loaded parameters with their sampling times. In plotting for

example the effective charge as a function of the radiated power, we notice that we have

twice as much data points for the effective charge. To make the data more workable but at

the same time keeping a maximum statistical accuracy the measurements with the highest

sampling period are taken as a reference and used to resample the other measurements.

Anything else would lead to the creation of data points that are not measured and even

though it can be done in an intelligent way it could still fake statistics. In the following

we will fake statistics, but in an intelligent way; the slowest sampling rate belongs to the

measurement of the plasma radiuses but as we said before they do not vary, and so it

does not matter if we create new data points for they will have exactly the same value as

all the others. The second lowest sampling rate is that of the electron temperature. The

time array of the electron temperature served as a reference to which we resampled the

other measurements. This data is then automatically stored in a file named after the shot

number. By this we have easy access to the prepared data.

As discussed in section 2.2.2 two estimations of the total radiated power using a fast

algorithm are available. When the assumptions for the algorithm are valid it should give

twice the same value, if not neither of the results are correct. The radiated power treated in

the analysis is a mean value over the two estimates. The studied plasma temperature is an

average electron temperature calculated as a mean value out of the electron temperature

profile:

Te,moy =

∫
T 2
e (r)dr∫
Te(r)dr

(3.1)
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Table 3.3: Overview of the loaded parameters with their corresponding sampling periods

Parameter Sampling period

Plasma current Ip 0.002 s

Input power ICRH Picrh 0.012 s

Input power LH1 Plh1 0.018 s

Input power LH2 Plh2 0.018 s

Input power ohmic Pohmic 0.002 s

Electron density ne 0.002 s

Electron temperature Te 0.037 s

Radiated power Prad 0.0082 s

Plasma radius. poloidal a 0.064 s

Plasma radius. toroidal R 0.064 s

Effective charge. tangential line Zeff,tan 0.0041 s

Effective charge. poloidal line Zeff,pol 0.0041 s

Neutral beam ON/OFF 0.002 s

Impurity lines 0.01 s

3.2 Relations for the effective charge and radiated

power

Graph 3.1 plots the tangential effective charge and the radiated power of three random

plasma discharges performed one day after a boronization. A similar graph can be made

for the second period of interest; a week after the boronization. The boronization effect is

hidden in these measurements but as the curves emphasize is not obvious to conclude if

something is higher, lower or just different with respect to these lines.

Having a lot of plasma parameters in different plasma scenarios available it is possible

to study the dependencies of Zeff and Prad and even work out a relation that can then

be used as a reference to compare with the measured values in function of a boronization.

So the influence of a boronization will be translated into the behaviour of Zeff and Prad

according to a predicted value using the plasma parameters. This is what is done in a first

stage of the work.

Matthews et al. proposed a remarkably simple relation between Zeff and Prad that is

used to scale Zeff between different machines according to there line averaged density ne,

total radiated power Prad and mean plasma surface area S [13]:

Zeff = 1 + 7.5
Prad
Sn2

e

(3.2)
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Figure 3.1: Example of the time evolution of the tangential effective charge (left) and the
radiated power (right) for three random plasma discharges.

where S can be written as the surface of a torus 4π2aR. The relation is based on a

multimachine database1 and even includes in a first and more specific form the atomic

number Z as a parameter for injected species:

Zeff = 1 + 5.6± 0.7
PradZ

0.19±0.05

S1.03±0.02n1.95±0.04
e

(3.3)

In the conclusion of his article Matthews stated that his scaling law should be regarded

as a preliminary framework within to judge the relative performance of radiative discharges

with respect to the impurity content. And without such a scaling study, comparison of

Zeff between different machines and ITER’s requirements are completely meaningless [13].

Figure 3.2 shows the performance of Matthews’s law on Tore Supra data comparing the

poloidal effective charge with the predicted one. The red lines represent plus and minus

0.7 to the slope one line.

Based on the physical understanding that the erosion surface (pumped toroidal limiter)

does not vary much throughout different discharges and different plasma scenarios, that

the source of impurities is dependent on the electron temperature at the plasma border

and the experience that Zeff decreases with the electron density, Devynck Pascal proposed

the folowing relation for deuterium plasmas in Tore Supra:

Zeff = 1 + A
T be
nce

(3.4)

This supposes that the transport phenomena in the vessel can be resumed in a dependency

on ne and Te only. Parameters A, b and c are optimised for a set of 3 · 104 measurements

1Multimachine database relating data from ASDEX (D), AUG (D), C-mod (USA), DIII-D (USA),
JET (UK), TJ60-U (JAP), TEXTOR (D)
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Figure 3.2: Measured effective charge plotted as a function of a predicted value using
Matthews’s scaling law. The red lines represent plus and minus 0.7 to the slope
one line.

spreaded over 200 shots representing a maximum variety of plasma scenarios, using mean

values for ne and Te and excluding Zeff values above 4. The optimalization is done for

the tangential and poloidal effective charge separately. Surprisingly it was found that Zeff

depends on the averaged value of ne and Te and not on the edge values (eq 3.5 and 3.6).

The result is depicted in figure 3.3.

Zeff,tan = 1 + 1.809 · 1010T
0.90
e

n0.54
e

(σ = 0.19) (3.5)

Zeff,pol = 1 + 3359
T 1.15
e

n0.20
e

(σ = 0.21) (3.6)

Considering Zeff as a function of Te and ne only and knowing Matthews’s law (eq. 3.3)

it should be possible to express Prad as a function of these plasma parameters too:

Prad ∼ f(Te, ne, R, a) (3.7)

Experimentally P. Devynck found that an extra parameter is needed for a converging

relation, namely the plasma current Ip, resulting in the following expression illustrated on

figure 3.4:

Prad = 3.06 · 10−31T
1.05
e n1.53

e aR

I0.83
p

(σ = 0.10 MW) (3.8)

For completeness it was mentioned that it might be interesting to project this back to

Matthews’s law as a correction with the physical reason to cancel out the dependency of
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Figure 3.3: Poloidal (left) and tangential (right) Zeff plotted as a function of the predicted
value using respectively prediction fits (3.6) and (3.5). A slope one line is added in
blue.

Prad on Ip in the prediction of Zeff :

Zeff = 1 + A
PradI

b
p

nceaR
(3.9)

Relations (3.5) and (3.8) are now used as a reference to study the effect of a boronization

on the tangential effective charge and the radiated power respectively. It is important to

mention explicitly that the measured value of Zeff and Prad is considered as the correct

value and that the predicted value, using the related plasma parameters, is a measure

of what is expected for this combination of plasma parameters, based on a statistical

optimalisation of the proposed relation between these plasma parameters. In this way

the radiated power and effective charge are predicted with an uncertainty inherent to the

optimised fit. The standard deviation σ of the spread of the measurements around the

predictions is 0.1 MW for Prad and about 0.2 for Zeff what is considered as very good at

Tore Supra. The standard deviations are given in absolute values and further taken as the

uncertainty of the prediction. By this, the correct way to compare the predictions and

measurements is to study their absolute difference. These differences are then summarized

in histograms as discussed in section 4.1.
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Figure 3.4: Measured Prad plotted as a function of a predicted value using eq. (3.8). The blue
line represents a slope one line.
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Chapter 4

Data analysis

4.1 Histograms

In plotting the histograms the choice was made not to make one plot with all the available

data points, but separate cases according to different boronizations. Conclusions made on

one case should then be confirmed by the other cases. The first two histograms shown

(figure 4.1) present respectively the radiated power deviations, measurement minus pre-

diction, from the discharges one day and eight days after the boronization completed on 18

October 2006. For another example (10 May 2006) we refer to appendix B.1. The overall

histogram represented by red bars is not simply Gaussian but clearly contains separable

peaks that are determined to correspond to different plasma heating scenarios. This is

illustrated by a green histogram contour for ICRH, a dotted green for IRCH without LH

heating, a similar yellow set for LH heating and a black line for the ohmic phases. This

confirms what already could be assumed; since the three heating mechanisms act differ-

ently on the plasma it is very likely that this slips into our results. Moreover it gives an

indication that the error bar of the used prediction fits (blue vertical lines) is possibly

enlarged by regressing different physical situations as if they were the same. And as the

peaks show, they are not. This could leave some space for future optimalisations of the

fits what could be advantageous depending on the fits application.

Some general tendencies in the radiated power histograms are derived from studying

more cases and they can be summarized as follows: In the case of hybrid heating the

measurement is lower than the prediction and so these points are found on the left of the

histogram. ICRH can be found on the right if the input power is high or operated together

with LH heating and more to the center if the power stays low. Ohmic heating is always

found in the errorbar of the fit. All peaks tend to move to the right as time passes by.

One problem in these observations is defining when the input power is high or low, and

explaining the exceptions to all these observations.

In the analysis of the tangential effective charge things are not so clear (figure 4.2).
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We don’t find similar peaks as those from the Prad-histograms. In general LH heating

can still be found on the left of the histogram but ohmic and ICRH are more difficult to

describe. Remarkable is that it is sometimes observed that high power ICRH together

with LH heating causes a peak completely right out of the error bar which means that

effective charge calculation leads to higher values than expected for the present set of

plasma parameters and this effect seems to be larger when the effect of a boronization has

disappeared. This is for example the case in the histograms shown in the appendix (B.1).

The intention of producing the histograms was to determine and quantify a shift of

Prad and Zeff to a statistical significant expectation, namely the fits. For Prad this shift is

small but present and reproducible whereas Zeff does not seem to be altered. To interpret

the observed Prad-shift it is important to know whether it is the measurement itself that

shifts according to the prediction and so causing peaks in the histogram, or if it is the

prediction that shifts according to what we measure, or both. To quantify the shift in

Prad it is inevitable to distinct different heating scenarios and unfortunately a selection on

which input power is on or off is not sufficient since it is observed by studying more cases

that the level of input power has an effect on the position of the peak in the histogram.

Extreme peak positions according to too high values of Zeff and Prad are present and

remain unexplained.

The histograms reveal very interesting information and provide a direction for further

analysis. Since it is found that boronizations do have an effect on the radiated power, next

section will sort this out more thoroughly. A first step is to compare exactly the same

heating scenarios of one day after a boronization with a time later, this for the raw data

and the predicted data (section 4.2.1)
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Figure 4.1: Histograms comparing measured with predicted (eq. 3.8) values for Prad, the top
figure for the day right after a boronization (2006/10/18) and the other for the data
taken eight days later. The red surface is the overall result whereas the colored lines
subdivide the data according to the used heating mechanisms. The blue verticals
represent the errorbar of the prediction.
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Figure 4.2: Histograms comparing measured with predicted (eq. 3.5) values for Zeff , the top
figure for the day right after a boronization (2006/10/18) and the other for the data
taken eight days later. The red surface is the overall result whereas the colored lines
subdivide the data according to the used heating mechanisms. The blue verticals
represent the errorbar of the prediction.
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4.2 Focus on radiated power

4.2.1 Selected shots

The simplest thing to do to study the effect of a boronization on Prad is to search for

2 similar plasma scenarios; one carried out day after a boronization and one much later

and then compare the shot data. Figure 4.3 shows the result of such an analysis for shot

Figure 4.3: Top: two shots with similar ICRH input powers, one a day after the boronization
of 2006/05/10 (left, shot 36686) and one for nine days later (right, shot 36852).
Bottom: The corresponding prediction and measurement of Prad. The prediction
for Prad for the two shots is more or less the same but the measurement in shot
36853 is clearly higher for both ohmic and ICRH.

number 36684 and 36853. In these two shots we have an ohmic phase followed by ICRH

power of exact the same value. The second row of graphs shows the measurement of

the radiated power in red and its prediction in blue. The cyan line is the uncertainty

of the prediction drawn around this calculated value. The prediction for the two shots

is more or less the same but the measurement in shot 36853, taken nine days after the

boronization, is clearly higher for both ohmic and ICRH. Even though the measurement of

Prad is within the error bar of the prediction, this does not allow saying that the difference
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in the measurement of Prad is not significant. But for the fact that just one example is not

statistically significant it is still needed to focus on a large database instead of on specific

cases. Appendix B.2 gives another example of this kind of analysis for shots 36686 and

36852 but then for LH-power. The same conclusions are valid in that case.

From this we can carefully conclude that the radiated power increases for a same

amount of input power as the boron layer becomes more eroded, whereas the prediction,

and so the plasma parameters ne and Te, remains unaffected as observed in two sepa-

rate cases for LH heating and ICRH. To confirm this conclusion the analysis needs more

statistical evidence which is worked out in next section.

4.2.2 Prad-surface

To statistically confirm the results of section 4.2.1 a plot is made of the radiated power

as a function of the input power separating ICRH from LH power by putting them on a

different axis. By increasing the amount of plotted points to cover the whole ICRH-LH

plane the final plots contain data related to eight boronization dates. The dates are printed

bold in the table of appendix A. All the data of these dates without further exceptions

are included as described in section 3.1. This results in 49281 points for one day after a

boronization and 64223 points for the second period of interest, respectively blue and red

on the figure. These points are then divided into 6 intervals of 1 MW in [0,6[ for ICRH

Figure 4.4: Left: Range of the analyzed data in the ICRH-LH plane. Right: plot of Prad as a
function of PLH and PICRH from which the surface in figure 4.5 is regressed.

and 6 intervals of 0.5 MW in [0,3[ for LH. By making the linear regression of each of these

12 groups a surface is constructed representing the mean radiated power as a function of
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input power. The result is given in figure 4.5. One surface is a mesh based on 84 points

shown in the right side figure, calculated using the regressions for a weighted mean value of

the power interval for 7 values of ICRH and LH powers. The blue surface, corresponding

to one day after the boronization, is always under the red, except for one area at high

ICRH power and low LH power what could be explained by a lack of measurements in

this region.

Figure 4.5: Left: Surface regression of Prad as a function of PLH and PICRH of the data in figure
4.4. The blue surface corresponding to the data taken one day after a boronization
is generally under the red surface which represents the data of the second period.
It shows that the measured Prad one day after a boronization is on average less
than nine days later. Right: 84 points in the LH-ICHR plane used to calculate the
two surfaces and 2 lines of constant power (eq. 4.1): Pant = 1.5 MW and Pant =
3 MW.

A same graph can be drawn for the prediction of the radiated power (figure 4.6) that

depends only on ne , Te and Ip . This time one day after a boronization is represented

in magenta and the other in cyan to stripe that the plot contains different information as

figure 4.5. We analyse this graph by referring to equation (3.8): The magenta curve is

mostly under the cyan one, except for low ICRH and high LH power; this is also found in

a similar graph for the electron density. At high ICRH powers the magenta surface flips

over the cyan surface too and this is found for both the graphs of the electron density and

the electron temperature. According to the prediction fit Prad should be on average larger

after a boronization than for the shots taken nine days later, however it is the opposite

that is being measured. We can safely state that there is a difference between the two

periods that can be attributed to a boronization. To bring this in connection with the
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Figure 4.6: Left: Surface regression of predicted Prad as a function of PLH and PICRH . The
cyan surface, the prediction for one day after a boronization, is generally above the
red surface representing the data of the later period. Right: 2 slices of constant
power according to the black lines in figure 4.5b: Pant = 1.5 MW and Pant = 3 MW.
It shows that the measured Prad one day after a boronization is on average less than
nine days later, in contradiction with the prediction.

previously discussed histograms two slices of the surfaces are made represented by the

black lines in figure 4.5b. These slices listen to equation (4.1) and so collect the mean

radiated power for a constant antenna input power. The result is given in figure 4.6b with

on the abscis the length along the line (a) and in the ordinate the related mean radiated

power.

Pant = a PLH + (Pant − a) PICRH (4.1)

The figure shows slices for two total input powers: 1.5 MW and 3 MW, respectively the 4

lower and 4 upper curves. The blue and the red lines are respectively the ones of the day

after period and the much later period. The dotted lines represent the mean prediction

whereas the mean of the measurement is drawn as full lines. We note that the measured

radiated power lines in the figure are almost flat. This means that Prad does not depend

on the nature of the additional heating but rather on the total power. This will be detailed

out in section 4.2.3. We can relate the lines to the histograms of section 4.1 that contain

measurement minus predictions: For the period one day after a boronization the 100%

ICRH input power peak can be found on the left of the histogram and moves to the

right as the time passes by. The 100% LH power peak is at first found even more left-er

than the ICRH peak and moves to the right too but by a distance of about the half of
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the movement of the ICRH peak. With respect to formula (3.8) one more thing can be

learned from figure 4.5b by looking at the dotted prediction lines. The way how the power

is delivered to the plasma in case of LH heating seems not to be affected by a boronization

(overlapping lines), whereas for ICRH power it is. We add that the differences are very

small and that these observations are made for low input powers (1.5 MW and 3 MW).

4.2.3 Relation between Prad and Pin,tot

As figure power 4.6 indicates Prad is merely a function of the total input power. When

plotting the radiated power in function of the total injected power (Pin,tot = Pohmic +

PICRH + PLH , figure 4.7) a rather good linear relation is found. In a same way like we

Figure 4.7: Prad as a function of the total input power: Pin,tot = PICRH + PLH + Pohmic

did before we can do a linear regression, one for a day after the boronization (cyan) and

one for the other period (magenta), this time regarding all the points at once. Again

the second period is found above the first period after a boronization: 0.05 MW for low

input powers and 0.1 MW for high input powers. Figure 4.8a plots only the fits, but this

time accompanied by an errorbar of 1 standard deviation (0.11 MW for the first period,

0.12 MW for the second, see legend for colors). For high input powers the effect becomes

more significant, but still in the errorbar, a reason why the effect is difficult to observe. Par

definition a one-sigma error bar contains 68.2% of the data points, that is for a normal

distribution. We calculated this value at 84.3% for the first period and 74.1% for the
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second what indicates that the distribution around the fit is not perfectly normal or that

the data does not perfectly line up on a straight line. Appendix B.3 shows examples

of attempts to take a closer look to the origin of the two peaks by collecting data sets

according to the amount of input power, experimental day and plasma current concluding

that no simple explanation in terms of plasma parameters can be found (figure B.4, B.5

and B.6).

Figure 4.8: Left: linear fit of Prad as a function of Ptot for the two periods of interest, each with
corresponding errorbars. Right: spread around the fit.

Further on if we look again at the raw data in figure 4.7, we see in between an input

power of 5 MW and 8 MW a cloud of red points out of the lower errorbar. It are 5512

points, thus not sufficient to cause one of the two peaks but it does explain the blob that

appears on the left of the red histogram (figure 4.8b). It is interesting to mention this cloud

because there seems to be something going on with the electron density in this subset.

We have here 3 different plasma currents and for these currents the density seems to be

locked on a certain value while the electron temperature for example varies (illustrated

by histograms in appendix B.5 figure B.9). At the same time it is clear that the electron

density during a whole shot is definitely not constant. We cannot make this plausible

using the Greenwald limit for the electron density (eq. 4.2) because we never reach this

density in the analyzed shots.

nG =
Ip
πa2

(4.2)

n : [1020 m−3], Ip : [ MA], a : [ m]

This type of peculiarities will be discussed further on when we take a closer look at the

effect of a boronization on the effective charge.
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4.3 Relation for Zeff , Prad, ne and Te

4.3.1 Dependencies on the effective charge

Now that a boronization effect is found on the radiated power it would be logical to

repeat the same study for the effective charge and with that the job would be done.

Unfortunately this does not lead to any results. As the left plots in figure 4.9 illustrate

there is no straight relation between the radiated power and the effective charge what was

already known from prediction fit (3.5) and for this the above will not work. Now the

question is: if it is generally believed that the effective charge increases with the radiated

power, why is it so difficult to observe?

Figure 4.9: Left: The measured Zeff plotted as a function of the measured Prad: the data one
day after a boronization in blue and the data of the later period in red. The plot
illustrates the that these two parameters don’t posses a direct correlation. Right:
Similar set of figures containing the measured Zeff plotted as a function of the
predicted value using eq. (3.5).

Prad ∼ n2
eTeZeff (4.3)

For example an established relation like equation (4.3) does not seem to care a lot whether

it is calculated with or without the effective charge as table 4.1 illustrates by showing the
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Table 4.1: Comparison of the significance of the effective charge as a parameter in equation 4.3
by listing the correlation coefficients r (eq. 4.5) of the data series.

Prad ∼ n2
eTeZeff Prad ∼ n2

eTe

r day after 0.9340 r day after 0.9203

r much later 0.9417 r much later 0.9173

correlation coefficients (eq. 4.5). The effective charge is predicted using only the electron

density and the electron temperature. The right plots in figure 4.9 show that we measure

many points far away from what is predicted. These high values for the effective charge

is something that has to be explained.

If the measurement is not false, then it corresponds to a large amount of impurities,

and we’d better understand where they come from or in what cases we can have this

situation. Then again it is physically not allowed to state that the measurements that

deviate too much from the fit are false because the fit is by no means a consistent model

for what is happening in the tokamak. If there are false measurements they have to be

determined and excluded from the fitting and analysis, even if they are in the range of

what is predicted. This is of course not easy since Zeff is not a direct measurement but

stems from a rather complicated calculation that depends on the measured plasma profiles.

For all this it is not possible to make a conclusion about the boronization effect on the

effective charge without understanding the effective charge better. So it is checked if the

deviations have a link to other plasma parameters or shot characteristics; namely the types

of input power, plasma current, disruption shots and even neutral beam injection, but all

assumptions failed to explain the whole picture. The conclusion is that the analysis needs

a new approach. This will be worked out in the next section.

For convenience, one thing has been found: The large deviation from the fit in the pe-

riod much later after a boronization are mostly all points from shots with a plasma current

of 0.6 MA. Since we do not have similar data in the period a day after a boronization we

cannot conclude something like ‘in the period much later after a boronization the effective

charge tends to deviate more from what is predicted’. Figure 4.10a illustrates the current

range in a histogram of the plasma current of all the data points. To avoid any confusion

it was decided to exclude the data points with a plasma current of 0.6 MA from further

analysis. After this figure 4.9d turns into figure 4.10b.
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Figure 4.10: Left: Histogram of Ip containing all the data subdivided according to the two
periods of interest. It shows that for the Ip = 0.6 MA shots in the much later
period we do not have corresponding data for the day after period. Right: The
measured Zeff of the much later period plotted as a function of the predicted
value using eq. (3.5). This time the 0.6 MA data is excluded.

4.3.2 New approach to express the dependency of the effective

charge on the radiated power

In order to understand the relation between the radiated power and the effective charge

better and to understand the high values of the effective charge we take as a reference the

electron temperature and the electron density. These two plasma parameters proved to

have a good correlation with both the effective charge and the radiated power. The graphs

in figure 4.11 give an idea of the range of the studied data. We can assign a vector to

every point in this graph that locates the point, describing it to the electron temperature

axis and electron density axis. By applying the rotation matrix[
cos(φ) −sin(φ)

sin(φ) cos(φ)

][
ne

Te

]
=

[
Z

Ψ

]
(4.4)

the points are rotated counter clockwise over an angle φ, which is the same as rotating

the axes clockwise over the same angle. The points are now described according to two

new axes which we arbitrarily call Z and Ψ. The reason why we would want to do this

is illustrated in figure 4.12 representing the data points of one day after a boronization.

On the left figure a color-map is applied to value Prad. A clear rise of radiated power can

be seen from the left lower corner to the right upper corner. The right figure does the

same for Zeff and there the rise is from the right lower corner to the left upper corner. It

is found that by optimising the rotation angle a good correlation is obtained between Z
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Figure 4.11: The available data for the two periods of interest described as a point to an
electron temperature axis and an electron density axis.

and the effective charge and Ψ and the radiated power what will be discussed further on.

Again this proves that Zeff can be described with a dependency on ne and Te only, and

this seems to work for Prad as well.

The basic properties of this approach can be understood from the scheme in figure

4.13. It allows mapping the behaviour of four parameters on one 2 dimensional graph:

A shot starts from the red point representing a low density, low radiated power, high

effective charge, and medium temperature. The first seconds there is only ohmic heating.

The applied heating power remains constant and so the radiated power too, what we can

understand from section 4.2.3. If the effective charge decreases which is the case in the

beginning of every shot, the electron density and temperature move on a line perpendicular

to the radiated power axis Ψ. Then by applying input power the red point has to move

up the Ψ axis, changing the density and temperature but leaving the effective charge

unaltered. At a constant input power the point can move again on a line perpendicular

to Ψ. It is expected that by applying a constant high input power the effective charge

increases, what rises the temperature but lowers the density.

Before going in to this more deeply the optimization of the correlations will be dis-

cussed.

Correlation

First it has to be stated that taking a linear combination of two different physical entities

to describe a tendency with a third has not much of a physical meaning. Considering

the units we could help ourselves with placing constants before each term. The calculated
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Figure 4.12: The available data of the day after period described as a point to an electron
temperature axis and an electron density axis. A color-map for Prad (left) and Zeff
(right) is applied illustrating the correlation that is found with these parameters
and the rotated axes. (Zeff values higher than 3 are excluded from the plots.)

relations came only from an experimental point of view and at this point the mathematical

actions are justified by stating that 5 · 104 measurements do not line up coincidently.

In this first optimalisation two different angles were used to retrieve Z and Ψ because

the first priority was to find the best correlation for Z and Ψ with respectively Zeff

and Prad. Later the angles can be matched by multiplying the electron density with a

constant, as this will appear more consistent. Then again this constant might not be the

same for the two periods so in order to simplify things only the angles are calculated. The

optimized angle is sought by calculating the correlation coefficient for 72 equally spaced

angles between 0 and π. The correlation coefficient is calculated according

r =
s2
XY

s2
Xs

2
Y

(4.5)

where s2
XY and s2

X is the covariance and variance respectively. In principle this coefficient

is only valid for linear dependencies but knowing that the curvature of the data is not

large around the optimum it is found to be a good method. To avoid an undesirable

influence of large deviating effective charge values on the correlation Zeff , values higher

than 3 were excluded from the optimisation. The angles were optimized for the two periods

separately, and are summarized in table 4.2 as a clockwise angle to the Te-axis for 3 optimal

correlations; one for the effective charge, the radiated power and the total input power.

Attempts to find specific angles for ICRH and LH heating failed which is good so we can

work with the total injected power what simplifies the analysis of our graphs.

The angle between Z and Ψ is about 110 degrees and doesn’t defer much for the two
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Figure 4.13: Two dimensional plot on which the evolution of the four parameters Zeff , Prad, ne
and Te during a plasma discharge, each described to its own axis can be mapped.

Table 4.2: Optimized angles to the Te-axis and correlation coefficients r (eq. 4.5) for correlation
between Z and Zeff , Γ and Pin,tot and Ψ and Prad.

Day after r Much later r

Z 150◦ -0.828 145◦ -0.888

Γ 42.5◦ 0.921 30◦ 0.92

Ψ 42.5◦ 0.938 42.5◦ 0.946

periods. Here it is important to stripe that even though ne and Te are plotted on a set of

perpendicular axes in this approach, it doesn’t mean that they are considered as physical

orthogonal entities. Instead it is actually the aim of this analysis to prove a dependency

between ne and Te. So in that respect the angle of 110 between Z and Ψ cannot be

considered as a direct proof for a bond between Zeff and Prad, it is rather the model as a

whole that represents the relationship between ne, Te, Zeff and Prad.

A word about the errorbar on these angles: the correlation coefficient decreases to 95%

of its maximum over an angle of about 15 degrees. The six axes are plotted against their

correlation partner in figure 4.14. By comparing figure a and b with figure 4.9b and figure

4.10b respectively it can be concluded that this way of describing the data is not worse

than what was used before. Appendix B.4 summarizes the fits of both methods for the

effective charge and the radiated power. There is no correlation function calculated that

allows to do a prediction for the effective charge or the radiated power but this will be

discussed further in section 4.4. Now the dependencies on the angles will only be used for

a qualitative analysis of the plasma behaviour.
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Figure 4.14: The three rows are plots of respectively Zeff , Pin and Prad as a function of Z, Γ
and Ψ; the data of one day after a boronization is found in the left column and
the right column contains the much later period data.
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Deviations

Now that a simplified model is proposed to describe the electron density, electron tempera-

ture, input power, radiated power and effective charge we can determine the cases for which

the model is not able to describe the measurements anymore. The measurements in these

cases are not considered wrong, but can be considered as caused by physical phenomena

that take the overhand when the tokamak is operated out of the regular boundaries. This

will become clearer further on. By excluding these points from the analysis a conclusion

can be made about the influence of a boronization considering only the regular operation

regime. The conditions for deviations to occur and the magnitude of these deviations

could be investigated in function of a boronization too.

By looking at the data in the ne-Te plane in function of Zeff from a line of sight along

the determined correlation axis Z the volume covered by the points can be described as

having a horizontal bottom with two peaks on the top (figure 4.15). The peak on the

right is determined as originating from the first second just after reaching the current

plateau. The peak on the left corresponds to high input powers but as the horizontal

bottom indicates it appears only in certain shots. For both cases these shots can easily be

selected. We will discuss an example of the second case after describing a standard shot.

Shot 37428 is a perfectly standard shot and can serve as a reference to illustrate the

mapping of the parameters. Figure 4.16 shows the time traces of the shot and the evolution

of Te as a function of ne. The behaviour of the parameters can be summarized as follows:

The input power serves as a reference for all the other parameters. The radiated power

(light green) has a direct dependency to the total input power. When there is no change

in input power, the point (ne,Te) moves only perpendicular to the Ψ axis (cyan), this

is a line corresponding to a constant radiated power. With this movement the effective

charge changes, or better the point moves as the effective charge changes: figure 4.16;

time windows 2 to 4.2 s, 5 to 6.8 s, 8.4 to 14 s, 19 to 21.8 s. Then when the input power

varies, there is a shift that does not change the effective charge much, but does change

the radiated power, and so this shift is perpendicular to Z (magenta): figure 4.16; time

windows 4.2 to 5 s, 6.8 to 10 s, 18 to 18.8 s.

An example where the relation is broken caused by high input powers is for example

observed in shot 36975 (figure 4.17). Up to second 8 everything is normal. The radiated

power evolves according to the input power. The electron density and temperature vary

using the constant radiated power as a reference and their combination determines the

effective charge. On second 7 the ICRH antennas are switched on and their total power

increases in 3 seconds to 7 MW. At time 8.3 s the following is observed: Even though

the total input power keeps on increasing there is no evolution in electron temperature

nor density. From this point on we see the effective charge going up to a maximum of

about 4, which is more than we expect from the model for this combination of ne and
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Figure 4.15: Illustration of the position of high Zeff values (higher than expected according to
the fits) in the ne-Te plane by looking from a line of sight along the determined
correlation axis Z. For both periods of interest deviations are clearly located on
the right side and the left side of the plots.

Te. It is to say, since the (ne,Te)-point does not move up the Z axis but remains stagnant

until the end of the shot, a fit describing Zeff as a function of Z would predict a lower

value. For this effective charge is not explained by the model anymore this data should

in first instance not be mixed up with the other data points when analyzing the effect of

boronization. Appendix B.5 shows two more examples; one in which the density is locked

on a certain value and the temperature increases according to the model and one where

the temperature is locked and so the density increases to comply with the model.

4.3.3 Re-analysis of normal regime data

Following out of the previous section 4.3.2 it was decided to determine shot by shot the

time frames in which the relation of the four parameters Zeff , Prad, ne and Te is still
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Figure 4.16: Top: Time evolution of the parameters of shot 37428 given in arbitrary units.
The four parameters Zeff , Prad, ne and Te vary according to the axes on the
lower two dimensional plot. The different axes are given specifically or as lines
perpendicular to the axis (ex. the Zeff axis Z).
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Figure 4.17: Time evolution of the parameters of shot 36975 given in arbitrary units and the
mapping of these parameters. After second 8 the relation between the four pa-
rameters Zeff , Prad, ne and Te is broken: The (ne,Te)-point does not move up
the Z axis while Zeff almost doubles. The different axes on the 2 dimensional
mapping plot are given specifically or as lines perpendicular to the axis (ex. the
Zeff axis Z).
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qualitatively correct and then repeat the analysis on this dataset. The selection retained

37142 data points for period right after a boronization and 34257 points for the period

some time later. Before running through the analysis a word has to be said about the

consequences of selecting data by this manner. It is realized that by excluding data that

does not match with the proposed model it is likely possible that the information containing

the boronization effect is excluded as well. This naturally requires further investigation

on the excluded data. Nevertheless the results of the previous sections of this chapter can

be reproduced and refined using the retained data.

Re-optimization of the angles

In the previous optimization of the angles of Z, Ψ and Γ high values for Zeff were excluded

to pursue reliable correlation axes. Referring to these axes we concluded that there are two

regimes of which one qualitatively obeyed a relation as discussed in section 4.3.2. Having

the data of this last regime available we can re-optimize the angles what should lead to

better correlations and essentially to not substantially deferring angles from the previous

optimization. The results of this optimization, again for the two periods separately, is

summarized in table 4.3 as a clockwise angle to the Te-axis for 3 optimal correlations; one

for the effective charge, the radiated power and the input power for all the retained data

(so Zeff values higher than 3 are this time included). The correlations are higher for all

Table 4.3: Optimized angles to the Te-axis and their correlation coefficients r (eq. 4.5) for
correlation between Z and Zeff , Γ and Pin and Ψ and Prad for the retained data.

Day after r Much later r

Z 150◦ -0.833 147.5◦ -0.891

Γ 45◦ 0.927 35◦ 0.925

Ψ 45◦ 0.948 47.5◦ 0.947

six cases, although it is mostly an increase of less than 1% and therefore negligible. The

small improvement can be explained by the fact that we excluded Zeff values higher than

3 from the previous optimization (Table 4.2). The difference in angle to the Te-axis for Γ

and Ψ in the ‘much later’ period is still present which now can be attributed as an effect of

a boronization. More precise: the fact that the angles are equal in the first period could be

a boronization effect. This would imply that the linear relation between Prad to Ptot fades

as the boron layer becomes more eroded, but this should be a small effect because it was

not observed in section 4.2.3 so it might be negligible. We’ll come back to the dependency

of Prad on Ptot in the following subsection.
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Appendix ?? shows a similar figure as 4.14: Zeff , Pin and Prad as a function of Z, Γ

and Ψ. The dependency is looks clearly better but still non linear, so not very correctly

described by the correlation coefficient (eq. 4.5).

Spread of Prad-Ptot

The analysis of section 4.2.3 is repeated for the retained data. Figure 4.18 shows the

calculated fits of Prad as a function of Pin,tot with the corresponding errorbar. Again the

second period after a boronization is found above the first period but the difference is now

slightly larger for the high input powers (about 0.15 MW). The errorbar of 1 standard

deviation has decreased to 0.08 MW for the first period and 0.09 MW for the second (see

legend for colors).

Figure 4.18: Linear fit of Prad as a function of Ptot for the two periods of interest, each with
their corresponding error bar. This figure is similar to figure 4.8a but now using
only the normal regime data: The increase of Prad for a given input power is more
significant.

Figure 4.19 depicts the spread of the data around the linear fits. It can be clearly

seen that the spread of the second period (bottom figure) is wider, and that it is mostly

caused by the widening of the spread of the histogram of the ICRH and LH heating powers

(yellow and green line). Two peaks for the second period of interest are still present; The

left peak originates from time windows where only ohmic heating is used (black line) and

the right peak is added by other heatings. Now it can be emphasized that for the day

after a boronization (top figure) the two contributing peaks are also present but they
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Figure 4.19: Histograms illustrating the spread around the linear Prad-Ptot fit with the retained
data and specifying the used heating powers. The blue curve above stands for the
period one day after a boronisation, the red curve below for the other period. A
black, yellow and green histogram contour is added subdividing the data according
to the used heating mechanisms.
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are more overlapping, resulting in the overall Gaussian shape. This could be brought in

connection with the previously mentioned ‘fading’ of the linear Prad-Ptot dependency. The

raw data plots of Prad as a function Ptot give the impression to have a slightly negative

curvature (figure B.13). It is found that this curvature is larger for the second period after

a boronization, resulting in a wider spread and even two separated peaks.

Histograms with retained data

Figure 4.20 shows a histogram for Prad (measurement minus prediction) similar as those

discussed in section 4.1. Here, instead of studying separate cases, only two histograms,

for the two periods after a boronization, are created containing all the retained data. The

same conclusions on Prad as in section 4.1 can be drawn for all the data: There is an overall

shift to the right for shots where the effect of the boronization is not present anymore. This

means that we measure more radiated power, quantified as about 0.05 MW by calculating

the means of the spread. The peak of the ohmic phase is shifted to the right too (black

line). For the second period the tail of LH power on the left side and the tail of ICRH

power on the right side are smaller too (yellow and green line respectively). From this

it can be concluded that we observe a similar effect as discussed in figure 4.19. Finally

we note that the standard deviation matches the uncertainty of the prediction: 0.1 MW

(eq. 3.8).

Comparing the histograms of Zeff for one day after a boronization (top) and the

later period (bottom) in figure 4.21, a shift of the mean to the left (to lower values than

predicted) of about 0.05 can be seen for the shots where the effect of the boronization

is not present anymore even though the peak for ohmic phases is shifted to the right

(black line). The standard deviation of the overall histogram of the period one day after

a boronization is about 0.05 higher than for the other period (0.21 to 0.16 ). It is also

clear that the histogram contour of the IRCH and LH phases for the one day after period

(yellow and green line respectively) is wider and clearly contains two peaks whereas the

much later period has only one apparent peak. These strange results can be explained by

the fact that no (or not sufficient) corresponding data is present for this peak to present

itself in the histogram of the second period. The relation between Zeff , Prad, ne and Te is

more easily broken when the effect of a boronization has disappeared, leading to very high

effective charge values, and this happens at high input powers. This data was intentionally

excluded from the analysis and so the right peak does not appear in the second histogram.

It is thus easier to obtain high input powers with low Zeff values in a boronized machine.

This conclusion is confirmed by figure B.14 in the appendix which shows the data range

for both periods and both the retained data as well as the original data in an PICRH-PLH

plane.
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Figure 4.20: Histograms with retained data, comparing measured with predicted (eq. 3.8) val-
ues for Prad, one for the day right after a boronization and one for the data taken
some days later. The red surface is the overall result whereas the colored lines
subdivide the data to the used heating mechanisms.
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Figure 4.21: Histograms with retained data, comparing measured with predicted (eq. 3.5) val-
ues for Zeff , one for the day right after a boronization and one for the data taken
some days later. The red surface is the overall result whereas the colored lines
subdivide the data to the used heating mechanisms.
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4.4 Link between the relations for Zeff and Prad

In section 3.2 a relation for Zeff (eq. 3.5) and Prad (eq. 3.8) was given. In section 4.3.2

a qualitative approach was introduced to relate the behaviour of Zeff to Prad. Both are

based on the experimental point of view that Zeff and Prad can generally be described

by two average plasma parameters, namely ne and Te. The comparable nature of the two

approaches was already mentioned in appendix B.4 but the two methods can now be easily

connected. Figure 4.22 shows two three dimensional plots with respectively Zeff and Prad

as a function of ne and Te. Corresponding surfaces are made according to eq. (3.5) and

(3.8) (yellow), the last using standard values for a and R, and the most common value for

Ip: namely 0.9 MA. The viewing angle is set according to figure 4.15 with zero elevation

and an azimuth angle perpendicular to respectively the Z and Ψ axis for the Zeff and

Prad plot. The selected data of one day after a boronization is added illustrating that the

normal regime data behaves in accord with the predictions. This is of course what could

be expected. So in this regime fits (3.5) and (3.8) can be used for an accurate prediction.

In the case if the relation between Zeff , Prad, ne and Te is broken this will be accompanied

with large deviations to both the prediction for Zeff and the prediction of Prad. From

section 4.3.2 we know that deviations occur at the start of the current plateau, so before

the four parameters have stabilized, and when the highering of input power does not lead

to a change in ne and Te as expected by the linear relation between Prad and Ptot.

From this it can be concluded with respect to the relations for Zeff and Prad that

fits (3.5) and (3.8) provide a quantitative measure, statistically founded, to accurately

predict Zeff and Prad in case of normal plasma conditions. In a same way the proposed

relation between Zeff , Prad, ne and Te together with the linear dependency of Prad on

Pin,tot provides a qualitative approach to visualize the behavior of these parameters in

time and to determine whether the conditions are normal or the dependency between the

plasma parameters is broken.
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Figure 4.22: Left: Zeff as a function of ne and Te. Right: Prad as a function of ne and Te. The
yellow surfaces represent the predictions according to eq. (3.5) and (3.8). The
blue points depict the selected data of one day after a boronization. The viewing
angle is determined perpendicular to respectively the Z and Ψ axis illustrating
that the normal regime data behaves in accord with the predictions.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

The effective charge is a measure for the impurity content in the plasma core and the

dilution of the plasma. The total radiated power has a negative contribution to the

energy balance and therefore strong radiating impurities have to be excluded from tokamak

plasmas. Since impurities mostly stem from the vessel walls, wall conditioning techniques

are applied. The effect of the wall conditioning technique boronization on the radiated

power and effective charge of the plasma is studied by comparing data of one day after

a boronization where the effect is maximal to data where the boronization effect has

disappeared, about a week after a boronization. To be able to compare data of different

plasma conditions relations between the plasma parameters and the radiated power and

effective charge are used. The effect of a boronization is then translated in deviations from

predicted values.

The first relation predicts a value for the radiated power with an accuracy of 0.1 MW

using an average electron temperature, an average electron density, the plasma radiuses

and plasma current. Secondly a relation for the effective charge predicting a value with an

accuracy of 0.19 using only an average electron temperature and average electron density.

A linear relation is found between the radiated power and the total input power. The

accuracy of its prediction is also around 0.1 MW. Finally the changes in radiated power,

effective charge, average electron temperature and average electron density are found to

obey a qualitative dependency that can be mapped on a 2 dimensional plot. Cases where

these relations are broken can be easily determined from this 2 dimensional map and are

excluded from the final analysis.

Effect on radiated power

Various tests show a small but clear effect on the radiated power. Histograms containing

measured minus predicted values using the first relation show a clear shift to the right

when the effect of the boronization disappears (0.05 MW). An equivalent result follows
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from comparing the radiated power for the two periods as a function of the input power:

a rise of radiated power of about 0.05 MW for low powers, up to 0.15 MW for high input

powers. A further effect of a boronization is that it aligns different heating mechanisms

leading to a smaller spread around predicted values; For the period where the effect is

gone there appear two peaks in the histogram using the third relation. One is related to

ohmic phases, the other to ion cyclotron resonance and lower hybrid heating. The linear

dependency between the radiated power and total input power is also slightly curved for

this period. And in the histograms using the first relation the peaks for ion cyclotron

resonance and lower hybrid heating become more resolved.

Effect on effective charge

Histograms comparing the measured effective charge with a predicted one using the second

relation on the retained data surprisingly show a shift of the mean to the lower values when

the effect of boronization has disappeared combined with a smaller spread. This is caused

by the exclusion of time windows in shots where the fourth relation is broken. For the

second period the relations are found to be more easily broken than in the period right

after a boronization which makes it more difficult to obtain high input powers with low

effective charges.
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Appendix A

Overview of the analyzed data

Overview of the loaded data from the Tore Supra database. The shots are loaded and

treated according to the dates listed in the second column and these dates are referred to

the boronization date given in the first column. The amount of analyzed shots per date

is listed together with the lowest shot-number of the loaded discharges. The last column

mentions the total amount of shots that have been carried out between the boronization

and the date of that particular row. The bold characters indicate the dates that were

included in the analysis from section 4.2.2 on.

Bor. date Reference date No. shots First shotnumber Total no. of shots

2006/05/10 1 2006/05/11 27 36681
6 2006/05/16 1 36757
7 2006/05/17 16 36788
8 2006/05/18 20 36821
9 2006/05/19 15 36849 168

2006/05/30 1 2006/05/31 24 36942
6 2006/06/05 0
7 2006/06/06 0
8 2006/06/07 5 37037 95
9 2006/06/08 4 37060 118

2006/06/13 1 2006/06/14 5 37086
6 2006/06/19 0
7 2006/06/20 Bor.

2006/06/20 1 2006/06/21 12 37191
6 2006/06/26 0
7 2006/06/27 0
9 2006/06/29 18 37285 94

2006/07/11 1 2006/07/12 11 37419
6 2006/07/17 0
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Bor. date Reference date No. shots First shotnumber Total no. of shots

7 2006/07/18 1 37465
8 2006/07/19 14 37484 65

2006/08/01 1 2006/08/02 10 37643
6 2006/08/07 0
7 2006/08/08 0

2006/09/12 1 2006/09/13 3 37854
6 2006/09/18 0
7 2006/09/19 Bor.

2006/10/18 1 2006/10/19 12 38082
6 2006/10/24 11 38161
7 2006/10/25 13 38194
8 2006/10/26 28 38194 112

2006/10/31 1 2006/11/01 0
6 2006/11/06 0
7 2006/11/07 8 38312

2006/11/21 1 2006/11/22 0 38570
6 2006/11/27 0
7 2006/11/28 Bor.

2006/11/28 1 2006/11/29 22 38668
6 2006/12/04 0
7 2006/12/05 26 38790
8 2006/12/06 22 38818
9 2006/12/07 30 38849 181

2007/04/24 1 2007/04/25 15 39438
6 2007/04/30 0
7 2007/05/01 0
9 2007/05/03 19 39527 89

2007/05/10 1 2007/05/11 13 39614
6 2007/05/16 13 39707 93
7 2007/05/17 0

2007/05/22 1 2007/05/23 0 39741
2 2007/05/24 9 39763
6 2007/05/28 0
7 2007/05/29 21 39816
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Appendix B

Extra figures to chapter 4
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B.1 Histograms (4.1)

Figure B.1: Histograms comparing measured with predicted (eq. 3.8) values for Prad, one for
the day right after a boronization (2006/05/10) and one for the data taken nine
days later. The red surface is the overall result whereas the colored lines subdivide
the data to the used heating mechanisms. The blue verticals represent the errorbar
of the prediction.
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Figure B.2: Histograms comparing measured with predicted (eq. 3.5) values for Zeff , one for
the day right after a boronization (2006/05/10) and one for the data taken nine
days later. The red surface is the overall result whereas the colored lines subdivide
the data to the used heating mechanisms. The blue verticals represent the errorbar
of the prediction.
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B.2 Selected shots (4.2.1)

Figure B.3: Top: two shots with similar LH input powers, one a day after the boronization
of 2006/05/10 (left, shot 36684) and one for nine days later (right, shot 36853).
Bottom: The corresponding prediction and measurement of Prad. The prediction
for Prad for the two shots is more or less the same but the measurement in shot
36852 is clearly higher for both ohmic and LH.
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B.3 Spread around linear fit of Prad-Ptot (4.2.3)

Figure B.4: Nine histograms similar to figure 4.8b containing the measured Prad minus a pre-
diction using the linear fit with Pin,tot. The data (raw data depicted in figure 4.7)
is separated in nine total power intervals of 1 MW. The blue curves are histograms
for the day after a boronization, the red curves stand for the other period of inter-
est. The mean and standard deviations of these two distributions is given in the
form ‘first period’ to ‘second period’. The dotted lines present a subgroup of data
for the shots with a plasma current of 0.9 MA. It shows that the different peaks
can not be attributed to the plasma current or different total input power.
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Figure B.5: Eight histograms similar to figure 4.8b containing the measured Prad minus a
prediction using the linear fit with Pin,tot. The data (raw data depicted in figure
4.7) is separated in the eight experimental days on which the plasma discharges
have been caried out. The cyan curve is the overall histogram (scaled with a factor
0.2) for the day after a boronization, the blue curve stands one experimental day.
The mean and standard deviation of these distributions is given. It shows that the
different peaks can not be attributed to the separated experimental days.
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Figure B.6: Nine histograms similar to figure 4.8b containing the measured Prad minus a pre-
diction using the linear fit with Pin,tot. The data (raw data depicted in figure 4.7)
is separated in the nine experimental days on which the plasma discharges have
been caried out. The magenta curve is the overall histogram (scaled with a factor
0.2) for the period much later after a boronisation, the red curve stands one exper-
imental day. The mean and standard deviation of these distributions is given. It
shows that the different peaks can not be attributed to the separated experimental
days.
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B.4 Comparison fits for Zeff and Prad (4.3.2)

Figure B.7: Fits for Prad: In the first column the prediction using equation (3.8) is plotted as
a function of Prad, the second column describes the measured Prad to the Ψ-axis.
The first row stands for the data one day after a boronisation and the second row
for the data of the second period of interest. This illustrates the comparable nature
of the two approaches.
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Figure B.8: Fits for Zeff : In the first column the prediction using equation (3.5) is plotted as
a function of Zeff , the second column describes the Zeff to the Z-axis. The first
row stands for the data one day after a boronisation and the second row for the
data of the second period of interest. This illustrates the comparable nature of the
two approaches.
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B.5 Special cases for the relation Zeff , Prad, ne and Te

(4.2.3 and 4.3.2)

Figure B.9: Histogram of ne (left) and Te (right) of the data points selected as the blob on the
left side of the spread in figure 4.8b; it appears that ne is fixed, whereas Te is able
to vary.

Figure B.10

A special case for the relation between Zeff , Prad, ne and Te can be comprehended with

shot 36948. In this example it is observed that the density is locked on 3.3 (A.U.) after 9

seconds. At this moment the increasing input power stears the (ne,Te) point up to higher

temperatures because the radiated power has to increase linearly with the input power,

and this causes a higher effective charge. This is still in relation with the model.

Figure B.11

Another example is shot 37425. Here the temperature remains approximately constant

around 2.5 (A.U.) in the time window of about 6 s to 16 s. By increasing the input power

the (ne,Te) point thus has to go up to higher densities because the radiated power has to

increase linearly which is clearly visible, and this causes a lowering of the effective charge.

This lowering is only visible between seconds 6 and 8, after that it fluctuates around a

constant value which is not in close relation with the model.
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Figure B.10: Top: Time evolution of the parameters of shot 36948 given in arbitrary units and
mapping of the four parameters Zeff , Prad, ne and Te on the ne-Te plane. The
different axes are given specifically or as lines perpendicular to the axis (ex. the
Zeff axis Z).
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Figure B.11: Top: Time evolution of the parameters of shot 37425 given in arbitrary unitsand
mapping of the four parameters Zeff , Prad, ne and Te on the ne-Te plane. The
different axes are given specifically or as lines perpendicular to the axis (ex. the
Zeff axis Z).
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B.6 Correlations to the axes in ne-Te plane for re-

tained data (4.3.3)

Figure B.12: Redrawing of figure 4.14 with the retained data and new optimized angles. The
three rows are plots of respectively Zeff , Pin and Prad as a function of Z, Γ and
Ψ. The data of one day after a boronization is found in the left column and the
right column contains the later period data.
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B.7 Curvature in approximately linear relation of Prad

to Ptot (4.3.3)

Figure B.13: Selected data and fits for Prad as a function of the total input power Ptot. The two
periods are plotted on the same graph; for clarity the abscis of the one day after
period is shifted by 3 MW. It is found that the relation between Prad and Ptot

can be considered as approximately linear (figure B.13). It has a slightly negative
curvature and it is found that this curvature is larger for the second period after
a boronization, resulting in a wider spread and the two separated peaks.
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B.8 Illustration of smaller range (4.3.3)

Figure B.14: Range of the analyzed data visualized in the ICRH-LH plane just as in figure
4.4a. The first row presents the retained data, the second row all the data. The
blue points stand for the data of one day after a boronization, the red for the
other period of interest. It can be clearly seen that more data points from high
ICRH values are excluded from the re-analysis in the second period of interest
than in the first period.
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Bijlage C

Nederlandse samenvatting:

Invloed van een boronisatie op het

uitgestraalde vermogen en de

effectieve lading in Tore Supra

Dit is een Nederlandse samenvatting van het gepresenteerde werk. De nadruk ligt op de

uitgevoerde analyses en de daartoe behorende achtergrondkennis. Enkele kernfiguren en

vergelijkingen werden overgenomen, doch voor bladvullende figuren of figuren en vergelij-

kingen van louter informatieve waarde voor deze samenvatting wordt er verwezen naar de

eigenlijke engelstalige tekst.

C.1 Inleiding

Onderzoeks- en ontwikkelingsprojecten die de wetenschappelijke en technische haalbaar-

heid van kernfusie als energiebron trachten aan het aantonen zijn van hoog belang om de

maatschappij continüıteit te verzekeren op het gebied van energievoorzieningen. Kernfusie

is het samensmelten van verschillende atoomkernen waarbij een zwaarder element wordt

gevormd. Deze reactie is het product van de sterke kernkracht die slechts op zeer korte

afstand werkzaam is (orde 1 fm) en hier de afstotende elektrostatische kracht overwint.

Om kernen voldoende dicht bij elkaar te brengen en te laten samensmelten dienen ze dus

over een grote kinetische energie te beschikken . Bij deze hoge energieën zijn de betrokken

atomen volledig gëıoniseerd en vormen ze een gas dat bestaat uit positief geladen atoom-

kernen en negatieve vrije elektronen. Dit wordt ook wel de vierde aggregatietoestand

genoemd: namelijk plasma.

Het fusieonderzoek van vandaag concentreert zich op de reactie van deuterium en

tritium: (eq. 1.1). Deuterium is een natuurlijk voorkomend isotoop van waterstof en
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wordt met zijn natuurlijk voorkomen van 0.015 % beschouwd als onuitputtelijk. Tritium

is ook een waterstofisotoop maar heeft een veel lager natuurlijk voorkomen wegens zijn

lage halfwaardetijd (12.34 jaar). Daarom vereist de deuterium-tritium brandstofcyclus het

kweken van tritium uit lithium, een reactie die zal plaatsvinden in de reactorwand. De

beschikbaarheid van lithium is gelimiteerd maar toch groot genoeg om de hele wereld

enkele honderden jaren van energie te voorzien.

C.1.1 Het tokamakconcept

Tegen het vereiste hoge temperatuursplasma, ongeveer 150 · 106 ◦C, is geen enkel materiaal

bestand. In een reactorvat moet daarom de warmteoverdracht en deeltjesflux van het hete

plasma naar de wand beperkt worden om deze te beschermen, en om het plasma op

temperatuur te houden. Het plasma moet dus worden opgesloten. Magnetische opsluiting

is de optie die het meest bestudeerd wordt. Hier wordt gebruik gemaakt van de eigenschap

dat elke beweging van geladen deeltjes loodrecht op een magneetveld wordt afgebogen in

dit loodrechte vlak. Een geladen deeltje is zo gedwongen om een magneetlijn te volgen

(figuur 1.2). In een tokamak is het magnetisch veld in zichzelf gesloten in een torus.

Om plasma opsluiting optimaliseren is gebruikt men een helicöıdaal veld, resulterende uit

een toröıdaal veld opgewekt door externe polöıdale spoelwindingen en een polöıdaal veld

opgewekt via een gëınduceerde toröıdale plasmastroom. Het triviale criterium dat het

opgesloten plasma pas nuttig is als het meer energie produceert dan men nodig heeft om

het plasma te onderhouden leidt tot volgende conditie

neTτE > 3 · 1021keVs/m (C.1)

genaamd het Lawsoncriterium. Hierin is ne de plasmadichtheid, T de plasmatemperatuur

en τE de energieopsluittijd. In dit criterium is impliciet verwerkt dat de temperatuur een

reactorrelevante waarde heeft, d.w.z. kT > 10 keV. Het ITER-ontwerp, onder contructie

in Cadarache (Frankrijk) op hetzelfde domein als Tore Supra, voorspelt het behalen van

dit criterium. Om het plasma op de vereiste temperatuur te brengen worden verschillende

technieken aangewend: radiofrequente verhitting waarbij resonante cyclotronfrequenties

van ionen (ICRH), elektronen (ECRH) of middelfrequenties (LH-verhitting) gebruikt wor-

den, injectie van bundels energetische neutrale deeltjes (NBI) en ohmse verhitting door

de plasmastroom. Deze laatste is inherent aan een tokamak, maar wordt minder efficient

naarmate het plasma hogere temperaturen bereikt.

C.1.2 Tore Supra

Tore Supra wordt zoals elke andere tokamak aangewend om oa. een dieper inzicht te krijgen

in plasma-karakteristieken, reactorcomponenten, verhittingsapparatuur, interacties met
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plasmarakende componenten, en om experimentele resultaten te toetsen aan theorieën.

Het gebruikte ontladingsgas in deze tokamak is voornamelijk deuterium of helium en

aldus vinden er, wegens te lage probabiliteit, geen fusiereacties plaats. Het belangrijkste

kenmerk van Tore Supra zijn de supergeleidende toröıdale spoelen welke lange ontladingen

mogelijk maken. De gebruikelijke lengtes van de ontladingen variëren van 10 s tot 120 s.

Per dag worden er gemiddeld 30 uitgevoerd en de metingen hiervan worden opgeslagen in

een database, beschikbaar ter analyse. Figuur 1.6 in paragraaf 1.3.2 geeft een overzicht

van de uitgevoerde operaties bij een plasma ontlading.

C.1.3 Boronisatie

Conditionering van de wand is een essentieel element in fusieapparatuur. In magnetisch

opgesloten fusieplasma’s bestaat er een sterk niet-lineair verband tussen de processen die

plaats vinden aan de wand van de tokamak, de eigenschappen van de plasmarand en

deze van het centrale plasma [4]. Het is waargenomen dat om de optimaalst presterende

plasma’s te verkrijgen in tokamakinstallaties het helpt de wand te coaten met een dun

laagje laag Z-materiaal. Dit verzekerd een lage instroom van onzuiverheden, absorbeerd

lage Z-onzuiverheden in chemische bindingen (hetgeen vooral gewenst is voor zuurstof) en

controleert de vrijgave van metalen uit de wand. Een standaard conditioneringtechniek

in Tore Supra is het uitvoeren van een boronisatie. De procedure hiervan neemt een hele

dag in beslag waarna de wand gecoat is met een boorfilm van ongeveer 100 nm [4].

C.2 Uitgestraald vermogen en effectieve lading

C.2.1 Uitgestraald vermogen

Straling van een plasma kan ingedeeld worden in karakteristieke straling, recombinatiestra-

ling, cyclotronstraling en remstraling. Ze heeft een negatieve contributie tot de energieba-

lans van het plasma en dus zijn sterk stralende plasma deeltjes (onzuiverheden) ongewenst

in fusieplasma’s. Het totaal uitgestraald vermogen van lage dichtheid fusieplasma’s kan

gevonden worden door het integreren en sommeren over de verschillende stralingsproces-

sen. In Tore Supra wordt het totaal uitgestraald vermogen gemeten door bolometers met

een gouden film als absorber. Deze film absorbeert licht in het VUV-X bereik (200 tot

0.2 nm). Het totale systeem bestaat uit 48 lijngëıntegreerde stralingsmetingen waaruit

met behulp van tomografie een stralingsprofiel wordt gereconstrueerd. Het totaal uitge-

straald vermogen behandeld in de analyses van deze masterproef is een gemiddelde waarde

uit twee schattingen afkomstig van sneller algoritme. Dit algoritme is experimenteel tot

stand gekomen bij Tore Supra en baseert zich op de bolometermetingen en een standaard

stralingspatroon (weergegeven in figuur 2.2).
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P. Devynck toonde experimenteel aan dat het uitgestraald vermogen accuraat voorspeld

kan worden uit een gemiddelde elektrondichtheid, een gemiddelde elektrontemperatuur

(berekend volgens vergelijking (3.1)), de plasmastralen en plasmastroom:

Prad = 3.06 · 10−31T
1.05
e n1.53

e aR

I0.83
p

(σ = 0.10 MW) (C.2)

Een belangrijk resultaat uit deze masterproef is het experimentele bewijs dat het uitge-

straalde vermogen op Tore Supra hoofdzakelijk een functie is van het totale inputvermogen

(Pohmic+PICRH+PLH , figuur C.3). Deze lineaire relatie kan gebruikt worden om een waar-

de te voorspellen voor het uitgestraalde vermogen met een nauwkeurigheid van minder dan

0.1 MW.

C.2.2 Effectieve lading

De effectieve lading is een maat voor de onzuiverheidsamenstelling en de verdunning van

het plasma. Ze is gedefinieerd als

Zeff =

∑
i,j

nijZ
2
ij∑

i,j

nijZij
(C.3)

waar de index i staat voor het type ion en j voor zijn lading, Zij voor de lading van ion ij

en nij voor zijn dichtheid in het plasma. In Tore Supra zijn er twee schattingen beschik-

baar voor de effectieve lading (onzekerheid van 18.7 % [14]). Ze volgen uit een berekening

die gebruik maakt van: 1. Lijngëıntegreerde remstralingsmetingen (volgens een polöıdale

gezichtslijn gedomineerd door de plasmarand, en een tangentiele gezichtslijn gedomineerd

door de plasmabulk); 2. het elektrondichtheidsprofiel langs de gezichtslijn; 3. het elektron-

temperatuursprofiel langst deze lijn; 4. en een correctiefactor voor kwantumeffecten. De

analyses uit dit werk zijn uitgevoerd gebruik makende van de tangentiele schatting.

Voor een accurate voorspelling van de effectieve lading in Tore Supra heeft P. Devynck

volgende experimentele relatie voorgesteld:

Zeff,tan = 1 + 1.809 · 1010T
0.90
e

n0.54
e

(σ = 0.19) (C.4)

Waaruit blijkt dat de effectieve lading in verband staat met de gemiddelde elektrondicht-

heid en de gemiddelde elektrontemperatuur.

C.2.3 kwalitatief verband tussen Prad, Zeff , Te en ne

Uit de analyses is een kwalitatief verband voortgekomen dat toelaat de evolutie van het

uitgestraald vermogen en de effectieve lading te volgen aan de hand van een 2 dimensionale
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figuur in functie van de elektrondichtheid en de elektrontemperatuur, zoals gëıllustreerd

in figuur C.1. Op deze ne-Te-grafiek zijn er 2 extra assen getekend: Ψ welke een sterke

Figuur C.1: Tweedimensionale figuur waarop de evolutie van de parameters Zeff , Prad, ne and
Te tijdens een plasma ontlading, elk beschreven ten opzichte van een eigen as, kan
beschreven worden.

correlatie heeft met het uitgestraald vermogen (r = 0.95) and bijgevolg ook met het

inputvermogen (r = 0.93); en Z welke een sterke correlatie heeft met de effectieve lading

(r = 0.85). Het is waargenomen dat het uitgestraald vermogen, de effectieve lading,

de elektrondichtheid en temperatuur deze kwalitatieve afhankelijkheid zeer goed volgen

(figuur 4.16), maar het komt voor dat de relatie gebroken blijkt. Dit gebeurt enkel aan het

begin van een plasmaontlading voordat de parameters gestabiliseerd zijn, en in ontladingen

waar men hoge inputvermogens aanwend (figuur 4.17). Beide gevallen kunnen eenvoudig

gedetermineerd worden op de tweedimensionale grafiek en zoals verder zal blijken zullen

deze tijdskaders uitgesloten worden uit enkele beslissende analyses.

C.3 Analyse

Het doel van dit werk is het effect aan tonen van een boronisatie op het uitgestraald

vermogen en de effectieve lading. Er is hieraan geen speciaal onderzoeksprogramma met

specifieke ontladingen gewijd in Tore Supra, dus de analyse is uitgevoerd op metingen uit

andere experimentele campagnes, beperkt tot de periode ’06-’07. In deze periode zijn er

14 boronisaties uitgevoerd. Wetende dat de boorlaag erodeert, dan is het zo dat het effect

van deze laag duidelijk zichtbaar moet zijn na een boronisatie, en zal afnemen naarmate

er meer ontladingen uitgevoerd worden. Aldus is het besloten om experimentele dagen na

een boronisatie te vergelijken met experimentele dagen ongeveer week later om het effect

in kaart te brengen.
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De geanalyseerde ontladingen zijn geselecteerd op basis van uitvoeringsdatum. Alle

ontladingen van de gekozen data werden opgenomen in de analyse, met als uitzondering

hierop de ontladingen waarin gebruikt gemaakt wordt van ECRH, ergodische divertor en

pelletinjectie. De geanalyseerde metingen zijn beperkt tot tijdskaders waarin de plasma-

stroom constant is en werden opnieuw gesampled elke 0.037 s. Tabel 3.3 uit paragraaf 3.1

geeft een overzicht van de ingeladen data per ontlading.

De geanalyseerde ontladingen hebben allen een ander plasmascenario. In functie van

de tijd veranderen de plasmaparameters en aldus is het in eerste plaats niet duidelijk hoe

het gemeten uitgestraald vermogen en de effectieve lading te bestuderen met betrekking

tot een boronisatie. De voorgestelde voorspellingen zoals vergelijkingen (C.2) en (C.4)

komen hier als een hulp. Het effect van een boronisatie kan hiermee vertaald worden als

een verandering van de gemeten waarden ten opzichte van de voorspelde waarden.

C.3.1 Histogrammen

Voor een eerste analyse is er gekozen om per uitgevoerde boronisatie histogrammen te

maken met de gemeten waarden minus de voorspelde waarden telkens voor een dag na

de boronisatie en voor de tweede periode ongeveer een week later. Resultaten van de ene

boronisatie zouden dan bevestigd moeten worden door de andere gevallen.

Figuur 4.1 geeft een voorbeeld voor het uitgestraald vermogen. De histogrammen

bevatten duidelijk onderscheidbare pieken overeenkomend met verschillende verhittings-

mechanismen. Enkele algemene tendensen kunnen afgeleid worden: In geval van LH-

verhitting (gele lijnen) is de meting lager dan de voorspelling en dus zijn deze aan de

linkerkant van een histogram te vinden. ICR-verhitting (groene lijnen) wordt gevonden

aan de rechterkant bij hoge inputvermogens en meer naar het centrum als het vermogen

laag blijft. De ohmse fases (zwarte lijn) bevinden zich altijd in de errorbar van de voorspel-

ling (blauwe lijnen). Alle pieken verschuiven naar rechts naarmate er na een boronisatie

meer ontladingen uitgevoerd zijn. De verschuivingen zijn echter moeilijk te kwantiseren

daar deze methode niet duidelijk definieert wanneer het inputvermogen hoog of laag is, en

daar uitzonderingen op deze observaties ook voorkomen.

Voor de effectieve lading is het effect minder duidelijk, een voorbeeld is gegeven figuur

4.2. De piek voor LH-verhitting kan hier ook gevonden worden aan de linkerkant van

het histogram, maar ICR-verhitting en de ohmse fases zijn moeilijker te beschrijven. Er

zijn gevallen waar hoog vermogen ICR-verhitting samen met LH-verhitting een piek geeft

helemaal rechts uit de errorbar van de voorspelling (bijvoorbeeld in figuur B.2) en dit

effect lijkt meer voor te komen in de tweede periode na de boronisatie.
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Effect op het uitgestraald vermogen

Aangezien voor het uitgestraald vermogen een duidelijke invloed blijkt is het besloten dit

eerst verder uit te diepen.

Geselecteerde ontladingen

Om een notie te krijgen van het effect is er eerst gezocht naar sets van twee gelijkaardige

plasmaontladingen; één uit de dag na een boronisatie en de andere een week later. In figuur

4.3 is een voorbeeld weergegeven. De ontlading begint met een ohmse fase, gevolgd door

ICR-verhitting met voor beide shots exact hetzelfde vermogen. Het gemeten uitgestraald

vermogen is duidelijk hoger in de tweede periode, zowel voor de ohmse fase en nog meer

uitgesproken bij ICR-verhiting. Het voorspelde uitgestraalde vermogen met vergelijking

C.2 is voor beide perioden identiek. In appendix B.2 wordt een ander voorbeeld gegeven

maar dan voor LH-verhitting waaruit dezelfde resultaten volgen.

Hieruit kunnen we voorzichtig besluiten dat inderdaad het uitgestraald vermogen klei-

ner is in een geboroniseerde tokamak terwijl de voorspelling (vergelijking C.2), en daarmee

ook de parameters ne en Te, ongewijzigd blijft. Deze bevindingen dienen op een statistisch

significante wijze gereproduceerd te worden.

Uitgestraald vermogenoppervlak

Met de bevindingen van paragraaf C.3.1 en C.3.1 is het nu zinnig het uitgestraalde ver-

mogen in functie van de LH en ICR-verhitting apart uit te zetten op een driedimensio-

nale grafiek en hierop een oppervlakteregressie uit te voeren voor beide periodes na een

boronisatie. Om een significante betrouwbaarheid te verkrijgen zijn in deze plot de data

gerelateerd aan 8 boronisaties opgenomen (vetjes gedrukt in de tabel in appendix A) re-

sulterende in 49281 punten voor de eerste periode en 64223 punten voor de tweede periode

na een boronisatie. Figuur C.2 geeft het resultaat voor zowel de metingen als het voor-

spelde uitgestraalde vermogen. Het blauwe oppervak in de linkse figuur, corresponderend

met de dag na een boronisatie, bevindt zich onder het oppervlak van de tweede periode

weergegeven in het rood, uitgezonderd voor het gebied met hoog ICR-vermogen en laag

LH-vermogen wat verklaard word door de weinig beschikbare informatie in dat gebied.

In de rechtse figuur voor het voorspelde uitgestraalde vermogen is de volgorde van de

oppervlakken voor de twee periodes omgekeerd.

Uit deze vier oppervlakken zijn snedes genomen van constant vermogen volgens ver-

gelijking 4.1. Een voorbeeld voor een vermogen van 1.5 MW en 3 MW is samengevat in

de linkse figuur van figuur 4.6. De belangrijkste conclusie hieruit is dat de curves van het

gemeten uitgestraalde vermogen benaderend vlak zijn, wat wilt zeggen het uitgestraal-

de vermogen in eerste orde niet afhankelijk van de toegepaste verhittingstechniek, maar
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Figuur C.2: Oppervlakteregressies voor het uitgestraalde vermogen in functie van LH en ICR-
verhitting. Links is het gemeten uitgestraald vermogen van een dag na de boroni-
satie weergegeven in het blauw, en in het rood voor de tweede periode. Rechts is
het voorspelde uitgestraalde vermogen van een dag na de boronisatie weergegeven
in het cyaan, en in magenta voor de tweede periode.

eerder van het totale inputvermogen.

Uitgestraald vermogen in functie van inputvermogen

Er heerst een lineair verband tussen het uitgestraalde vermogen en het inputvermogen.

In figuur C.3 is de data van zowel een dag na een boronisatie (blauw) als deze van

de tweede periode (rood) uitgezet als functie van het totale inputvermogen Pin,tot =

PICRH + PLH + Pohmic en is er voor beide datasets een lineaire regressie uitgevoerd (res-

pectievelijk cyaan en magenta). De regressielijn van de tweede periode bevindt zich weer

boven deze van de eerste periode: een verschil van 0.05 MW voor lage en 0.1 MW voor hoge

inputvermogens. De spreiding rond de fits bedraagt respectievelijk 0.11 MW en 0.12 MW.

Ze is weergegeven in het linkse plot van figuur 4.8 waar men duidelijk kan waarnemen dat

er voor de tweede periode twee onderscheidbare pieken voorkomen. Op dit moment kan

hiervoor geen verklaring gevonden worden in termen van plasma parameters.

C.3.2 Analyse op basis van weerhouden data

Uit de histogrammen uit paragraaf C.3.1 volgt reeds het vermoeden dat de invloed van een

boronisatie op de effectieve lading van een andere aard is als het effect op het uitgestraald

vermogen. De voorgaande analyses blijken dan ook vruchtloos wanneer uitgevoerd op de

effectieve lading. Om toch een invloed vast te leggen is het nodig geweest om eerst een beter

inzicht te krijgen in de relatie tussen het uitgestraalde vermogen en de effectieve lading.
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Figuur C.3: Links: Prad als functie van de totale inputpower: Pin,tot = PICRH +PLH +Pohmic

tezamen met een lineaire regressie van de data. Rechts: spreiding rond de lineaire
regressie.

De beste relatie voorhanden is deze voorgesteld in paragraaf C.2.3. Het gaat zodoende

om een kwalitatief verband tussen het uitgestraald vermogen, de effectieve lading, de

elektrondichtheid en de elektrontemperatuur. In de volgende analyses zijn de tijdskaders

uit de ontladingen waarin dit verband verbroken is niet opgenomen. Met de weerhouden

data is het mogelijk voorgaande besluiten met betrekking tot het uitgestraald vermogen

te reproduceren en zelfs verder uit te zuiveren.

Spreiding van uitgestraald vermogen in functie van inputvermogen

Een herberekening van de lineaire regressie voor het verband tussen uitgestraald vermogen

en intputvermogen met de weerhouden data geeft een groter het effect van de boronisatie.

Het verschil tussen de regressies van beide perioden bedraagt nu 0.05 MW voor lage en

0.15 MW voor hoge inputvermogens. De spreiding rond de fits is respectievelijk 0.08 MW

en 0.09 MW en wordt weergegeven in figuur 4.19. De twee pieken die eerder geobserveerd

werden voor de tweede periode na een boronisatie zijn nog steeds aanwezig en kunnen nu

toegeschreven worden aan verschillende verhittingsmethoden: de linkse piek voor ohmse

fases en de rechtse voor LH en ICR-verhitting. Deze pieken zijn de dag na een boronisatie

meer overlappend en resulteren zo in een klokvormige verdeling. Dit kan nu beschouwd

worden als een effect van een boronisatie. Uit verdere beschouwingen van de lineaire

regressie met de weerhouden data kunnen we opmerken dat het verband slechts benaderend

lineair is, en dus een kleine kromming vertoont. Deze kromming is groter in de tweede

periode na een boronisatie (figuur B.13).
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Histogrammen met weerhouden data

Figuur 4.20 toont een histogram zoals eerder besproken in paragraaf C.3.1, deze keer met

de weerhouden data. Nu zijn er slechts twee histogrammen voor de twee periodes na

een boronisatie geplot en hoewel het eerder niet mogelijk was kunnen we hieruit nu wel

kwantitatieve besluiten trekken. Het gemiddelde van de verdeling is ten opzichte van de

dag na de boronisatie 0.05 MW naar rechts verschoven in de tweede periode, terwijl de

standaardafwijking van beide spreidingen vergelijkbaar is (0.1 MW, in overeenstemming

met de standaardafwijking bij voorspellende vergelijking C.2). Binnen de spreiding zelf

bevindt in de tweede periode ICR-verhitting zich hoofdzakelijk aan de linkerkant en LH-

verhitting aan de rechterkant terwijl dit niet overduidelijk is de dag na een boronisatie.

Wanneer we nu de histogrammen voor de effectieve lading beschouwen vinden we ten

opzichte van de dag na een boronisatie een verschuiving van 0.05 naar links en dus naar

lagere waarden in de tweede periode. Voor deze tweede periode is de standaardafwijking

ook 0.05 kleiner (0.16 in vegelijking met 0.21 voor de eerste periode). Verder vinden we

voor de dag na een boronisatie twee pieken in de histogramcontouren overeenkomstig met

LH en ICR-verhitting. Hiertegenover staat slechts één piek voor de tweede periode. Dit

op het eerste gezicht vreemde resultaat kan verklaard worden doordat geen of te weinig

overeenkomstige data beschikbaar is om missende piek aan de rechterkant te induceren.

Hetgeen dan ook de kleinere spreiding en de shift naar links verklaart. De relatie tussen

het uitgestraald vermogen, de effectieve lading, de elektrondichtheid en de elektrontem-

peratuur wordt gemakkelijker gebroken wanneer de boorlaag is weggeërodeerd, wat leidt

tot zeer hoge waarden voor effectieve lading, en dit komt voor bij het aanwenden van

hoge inputvermogens. De overeenkomstige data werd opzettelijk niet opgenomen in deze

analyse. Figuur B.14 in de appendix bevestigt de conclusie door het databereik voor beide

periodes in het een LH-ICR-vlak weer te geven.

C.4 Besluit

Invloed op het uitgestraald vermogen

De verscheidene testen tonen een klein maar duidelijk merkbaar effect van een boronisatie

op het uitgestraald vermogen. De histogrammen waarop de meting minus de voorspelling

via vergelijking C.2 werd uitgezet vertonen een duidelijke verschuiving naar rechts naar-

mate de boorlaag erodeert (0.05 MW). Een gelijkaardig resultaat volgt uit het vergelijken

van het uitgestraald vermogen voor de twee periodes na een boronisatie in functie van het

inputvermogen: een verhoging van het uitgestraald vermogen van 0.05 MW voor lage ver-

mogens en tot 0.15 MW voor hoge inputvermogens. Een verder effect van een boronisatie

is dat het de spreiding van histogrammen vermindert en aldus verschillende verhittings-
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methodes aligneert: Voor de periode waarin de boorlaag weggeërodeerd is verschijnen 2

duidelijke pieken in het histogram van het gemeten uitgestraald vermogen minus de voor-

spelling gebruik makende van het lineair verband met het inputvermogen. Eén piek is

gerelateerd aan ohmse fases, de andere aan LH-verhitting en ICR-verhitting. Het lineair

verband is ook lichtjes verbogen voor deze periode. In de histogrammen waarin de meting

minus de voorspelling via vergelijking C.2 werd uitgezet worden de pieken duidende op

ICR-verhitting, LH-verhitting en de ohmse fases duidelijker onderscheidbaar.

Invloed op de effectieve lading

De histogrammen die voor de weerhouden data meting minus voorspelling via vergelijking

C.4 uitzetten vertonen merkwaardig genoeg een verschuiving van het gemiddelde naar links

wanneer het effect van een boronisatie verdwenen is, in combinatie met een kleinere sprei-

ding. Dit word veroorzaakt door het uitsluiten van tijdskaders waarin de relatie tussen de

effectieve lading, het uitgestraald vermogen, de elektrondichtheid en de elektrontempera-

tuur verbroken is. In de tweede periode is het ondervonden dat deze relatie gemakkelijker

verbroken wordt dan in de periode direct na een boronisatie, wat het moeilijker maakt om

hoge inputvermogens met lage effectieve lading te bekomen.
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